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Summary 
 
Excavations at Eldohouse Farm suggested that there has been an unbroken period of occupation 
on the site since the 12th century and that a succession of large dwellings have stood on the site 
of the Eldohouse farmhouse from the late 13th/early 14th century. Documentary material strongly 
implies that this was the site of one of the Granges belonging to the Abbey and whilst the 
archaeological evidence could not confirm this, there were indications that the site was a local 
agricultural centre, and the magnitude and quality of some of the building work demonstrated the 
high levels of craftsmanship worthy of church masons.  
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Showing sites of open area excavation and area under investigation 
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Introduction 
A programme of archaeological work was carried out in and around the house and yard of 
Eldohouse Farm. It was completed in advance of the site’s development as part of the Suffolk 
Business Park, which would divide the farmyard into a series of smaller plots. The 
archaeological work was a condition of the planning consent (planning app. No. SE/00/1778/P) 
to develop plots designated A2 and A4. Each area was excavated and funded separately, but was 
recorded as part of the same archaeological site, under a single site code BSE 131 and using a 
continuous catalogue. The findings of the combined excavations have been kept together to 
produce this one report in order that the results of each site can be seen in their full 
archaeological context.  
 
Plot A4 was on the site of the existing farmhouse and gardens. The work included the recording 
of the cellar of the farmhouse, an open area excavation and the monitoring of groundworks. It 
was commissioned by Mr M. Driver of MS2 Architectural Consultants on behalf of the 
developer, P.A. Knights, and was undertaken during August and September 2000. 
 
Plot A2 was the site of the large barn at the western end of the ‘stockyard’. Here, an open area 
excavation carried out during November 2000, followed by the monitoring of ground works on 
the site of Eldo Farm Cottage during May 2002, reported separately (Duffy 2002). The A2 work 
was funded by the developers, Drinkstone Investment Ltd, through Mr M. Muir. 
 
A second phase of development of the A4 site (Site A4, phase II, Kempson Way. Planning 
application no. SE/02/3811/P) was subject to a para 30 monitoring, unfortunately most of the 
ground works were completed, during June 2003, without notice and the opportunity to examine 
the groundworks lost. 
 
Members of Suffolk County Council’s Archaeological Service completed all work and followed 
specifications set by SCC Archaeological Officer R. D.Carr (Appendix 1). 
 
Archaeological background 
The site was initially evaluated in two stages during 1996 when the outline application 
(E/94/1379) to develop the farm was made. This established through a series of trial trenches that 
there was surviving structural evidence of the farm’s medieval origins. In the area of the 
stockyard a substantial flint wall and ditch was found and in the orchard to the north-east of the 
farmhouse, a corn drier containing medieval pottery. The areas of garden to the south and east 
were found to be archaeologically sterile and the ground levels in the farmyard to the immediate 
west of the farmhouse had been truncated. The areas immediately around the farmhouse were not 
evaluated, as the understanding of the initial proposal was that the building would be retained 
within the development.  
 
As part of the evaluation, a documentary search carried out by A.M. Breen established the 
significance of the site through its connection to the Abbey. An archive photograph was also 
found, illustrating the late medieval or early post-medieval building that had formed part of the 
rear range of the farmhouse until its demolition during the middle part of the 20th century (Gill 
1996 a and b). 
 
On submission of the detailed application (SE/00/1778/P) the precise areas impacted by the 
development were illustrated. Two further trial trenches targeting these areas established that 
evidence of the timber framed range survived to the rear of the farmhouse and determined a 
‘safe’ working depth for the site clearance prior to development. A single small pit (0040), which 
produced 12th century pottery, was found on the southern side of the farmhouse but there was no 
evidence that the earlier building had extended beyond the front of the farmhouse. The footprints 
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of the proposed A2 and A4 buildings were sited on archaeologically sensitive areas and these 
required further work to fulfil the archaeological conditions of the application. Two area 
excavations were specified, along with monitoring of the ancillary groundworks were necessary 
to complete the condition. 
 

 
Figure.2 Areas sampled by trenching and excavation 

 
Historical background  
after Breen 1996 
The site lies at TL 8795 6405 and is believed to be that of a Medieval Grange belonging to the 
Abbey at Bury St Edmunds. It is described as the Manor or Lordship of Eldo or ‘old haugh’ and 
this place name can be traced through its various forms in the deeds and titles of the Abbey’s 
property, back to the 12th century. At the time of the Dissolution in 1539 the grange was a 
holding of the Sacrist at the Abbey, and the revenue from the tithes collected from the manor 
formed part of his annuity.  
 
The farm is situated at the point where the boundaries of three parishes, St Mary’s and St James’ 
of Bury St Edmunds, and Rougham, meet. This intersection of the borders is suggestive of an 
important earlier site where the principal points on the boundaries of the borough were marked 
with crosses (Fig.3) and are described in a Charter of 945 from King Edmund (not the saint) to 
the Abbey. One of these markers was at Aldehhage from which Holdhawe, the name of 
Eldohouse in the 15th century, may have been derived and at the time of the Dissolution a Grant 
of Lands described the manor of Oldhawe as ‘lying nigh and hard adjoining the town of Bury’. 
 
The Jermyn family of Rushbrooke Hall owned the manor from 1545 to 1703 but by the latter 
part of the 18th century it had passed to John Symonds. Symonds built the nearby Moreton Hall 
in 1777 and probably built the late 18th century farmhouse, extending an existing timber framed 
building, part of which the last tenant, Mr Wakely, recalls being pulled down in the 1950’s. 
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Figure 3 

The Banleuca of St Edmund, showing the suggested position of the crosses marking the 
boundaries of the borough 

 
Thomas Warren’s map of the borough illustrates the farm in 1747. It is at a very small scale but 
it shows fewer ancillary buildings in the stockyard and the plan of the farmhouse is different 
enough from today’s to illustrate that Symonds’ re-building may have occurred after this date. 
 
The layout of the farmyard prior to the current development appeared largely unchanged from 
the one shown on the OS series of maps that began in the late 19th century.  
 
Methodology 
Site A4  
A drawn and photographic survey of the cellar was undertaken once the 18th century farmhouse was demolished. 
Measured drawings at 1:50 were made of the each elevation and measurements were taken from a common datum 
which was tied into the site benchmark. The drawings recorded the main architectural features and detailed the 
building fabrics. Measurements of brick size were recorded and samples of the brick were taken for analysis and 
dating. The sequence of context numbering was continued from the 1996 evaluation and started at number 0049. 
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A test trench to the north of the cellar in an area which had been below the building footprint established that the 
evidence of the medieval range survived below the building and established a level for the demolition and clearance 
of the site.  
 
An excavation area 15m x 15m was stripped, under archaeological supervision, by a wheeled digger fitted with a 
toothless bucket and the spoil stockpiled alongside the site. The machine removed soil to expose the top of the 
archaeological level, exposing the tops of wall stubs and a clay surface. The excavation area was cleaned by hand, 
gridded and the surface planned at 1:50 before sampling all archaeological features by hand-excavated section. The 
sequence of context numbering was continued from the 1996 evaluation and started at number 0100. Excavated 
feature sections were drawn at 1:20 and photographed using black and white print and colour transparency film. The 
features were located on a 1:50 multi-context site plan and the area of the site tied into the OS grid using a Total 
Station Theodolite (TST). Elevations of the pre-Victorian standing walls were drawn and samples of the bricks 
along with all other finds were collected and retained for analysis.  
 
Site A2 
The existing barn was demolished in advance of the excavation, leaving in place the base of the wall. An area 20m x 
17m, the footprint of the proposed building, was opened up. The excavation and recording methodology was the 
same as site A4 and the context sequence continued starting at number 0200.  
 
All finds and site records have been archived at Suffolk County Council’s store at Shire Hall BSE and entered on the 
Sites and Monuments Record under the site code BSE 131.  
 

Results 
Site A4 
Building recording  
There were no indications of any earlier building in the fabric of the standing farmhouse above 
ground. The main east-west range across the front of the building appeared to have been 
constructed largely in one phase of build during the late 18th or early 19th centuries and the rear 
range was added when the timber-framed element was knocked down in the mid-20th century. 
The fabric of part of the cellar walls however suggested that this may be part of an earlier 
building and the north, south and west elevations were drawn once the house had been 
demolished and the drawings are included in Fig. 4.  
 
The cellar measured approximately 5m x 6m and the walls of the farmhouse were raised directly 
off it. The cellar only extended below the western half of the farmhouse front range but was 
aligned with the ground plan of the late medieval building recorded in the A4 excavation and 
was of a similar width. 
 
The south and west elevations were largely constructed as a bonded rubble wall with a mix of 
materials (0067 and 0053). Large uncoursed flints formed the main element but brick, tile and 
limestone fragments were regularly incorporated into the build. The latest bricks in this phase 
were earlier than the farmhouse and suggested a construction date no later than 17-18th century. 
Late medieval bricks, dating possibly to the 15th/16th century, however formed a sort of quoin 
(0052) tying the south and west faces together. In contrast to 0067 and 0053 the bricks were 
evenly coursed and well laid and there was no later material within this block of brickwork, thus 
there are clear suggestions that the cellar may have earlier origins. 
 
Medieval bricks similar to 0052 were also re-used in areas of patching 0059 and 0054 where 
they were recorded mixed in with later bricks and in the blocking up of two windows 0066. 
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The northern wall is made entirely of brick, the bricks are thicker than those seen in the main 
body of the south and west walls and suggest that this may have been rebuilt, possibly 
contemporaneously with the farmhouse. There were two openings near the top of the wall that 
would have lit the cellar and these were blocked with the thin late medieval bricks laid on edge. 
Late medieval bricks were also used at the western end of the wall within the main area of build.  
 
The cellar seems to have undergone a series of later alterations; the impressions of a run of 
round-headed or vaulted partitions (0064) and a wide chute to access the cellar could be seen on 
the west wall and there was a projecting area of brickwork (0062). These were all later additions 
and were related to the function of the cellar as a goods store. 

A4 ‘Farmhouse’ Excavation 
An area 15m x 15m was opened up immediately north of the farmhouse. The examined area was 
quite limited, covering only the location of the early building range where it was to be crossed by 
the proposed access road. The demolition and site clearance prior to the excavation meant that 
much of the overburden had already been removed and the top of the archaeological level was 
close to the ground surface. A thin layer of fine rubble and the remains of the surface of the 
farmyard lay directly over the archaeological layers on the western half of the site and a deeper 
garden loam covered the eastern half. 
 
The machining exposed the stubs of a series of brick walls running both north-south and east-
west that divided up the excavation area. The walls were mainly from structures that could be 
identified on the 1st edition OS maps but also included some late medieval brickwork.  The 
footing for a chimney, along with further areas of burning and a clay floor, were recorded and 
about forty cut features were sampled by hand excavation. These features were nearly all 
associated with earlier incarnations of the building that had stood on the site (Fig. 5). Most could 
be assigned to a sequence of six phases and are described by phase below.  
 
Phase 1  up to the 12th Century 
Phase 1 features included the large ditch 0102, that ran north-south across the eastern half of the 
site. It was sampled twice with sections 0114 and 0104 and was 2.1 m wide by 0.9m deep (Fig. 
6). It was filled with a pale brown silty clay fill and there was evidence of a least one re-cut. 
Finds were collected from both sections and material from the lower fills indicates that it was 
open during the 12th century. The excavation only exposed a short length of the ditch and it did 
not extend into the trial trench to the south of the farmhouse.  
 
The ditch ran at right angles to ditch 0025, excavated in the stockyard during the evaluation, and 
paralleled 0205, excavated in area A2, that ran along the western boundary of the Eldo complex 
(Fig. 8). All of the ditches were similar in size and fill character and were thought to be all part  
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Figure 7 Phase 1 feature sections 
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had been partly infilled with occupation debris and was therefore close to an area of habitation. It 
was sealed beneath an area of burning which in turn was cut by one of the phase 3 postholes. 
 
In the front of the farmhouse a shallow pit 0040 was recorded within an evaluation trench, and 
assigned to Phase 1. It had a dark loam fill and pottery dated to the 12th century was collected 
from it (Fig. 6). 
 

 
 

Figure 8. All phase 1 features 
 

Phase 2  early 13th – 14th century 
The ditch 0102 was infilled during Phase 2 and was certainly closed by the late 13th or early 
14th century; finds of this date were collected from probable final infilling layers sealed beneath 
the overlying hearth 0112. The ditch appears to have been back-filled in advance of the 
construction, during Phase 3, of a large open hall building, which was to be sited directly 
alongside it. The Phase 3 building was the first identifiable dwelling on the site but there were a 
number of undated postholes and the presence of finds from contexts predating the building 
clearly shows an occupation prior to this. A buried topsoil horizon, 0105, alongside the ditch, 
produced only early finds and may be a remnant of the occupation surface during this phase. The 
spread of burning 0166 which sealed the Phase 1 pit 0162, but was cut by Phase 3 posthole 0165 
may relate to the Phase 2 occupation or clearance of it prior to the Phase 3 construction. 
 
Phases 3 and 4  14th - late 15th / early 16th centuries 
The structural evidence of the earliest of the identifiable buildings has been assigned to Phase 3. 
The ground plan survived only in fragment, but in form it had characteristics in common with 
layout of a medieval open hall (see discussion of the building evidence). The building is based 
on both an alignment of earth-fast posts and the remains of a dwarf wall that would have 
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underpinned a sill-beamed timber framed construction. The building was large, at least 6.5m 
wide by something in excess of 11m long. There was a central, open hearth, 0118 and later, 
during Phase 4, a clay floor, 0115, was added.  
 
Wall 0129 ran for 4.75m and continued beyond the north edge of the excavation, it was cut by a 
later brick wall and the southern extent was truncated by an area of modern disturbance. The 
wall was 45cm wide and survived to a height of 28cm, it was constructed of flint bonded in a 
pale sandy textured lime mortar. Included within the build were large blocks of dressed 
limestone which were arranged in the wall so as a flat surface was uppermost in the top of the 
wall, creating a level surface. It probably functioned as a dwarf wall to supporting timber 
framing and keep the sill beam off the ground, and the finished top face makes it probable that 
the wall survives to its full height. 
 
 

 
Figure 9. A4 Phase 3 and 4 features 

 
Many of the limestones were finely carved and presumed to have been salvaged from buildings 
in the Abbey complex within the town. The stones were from several different quarry sources 
and probably collected from a range of buildings. The datable features of the stones showed they 
originated from the 12th –14th centuries, they were re-used in this context so clearly the 
construction of the wall was after this date. The inclusion of dressed limestone would normally 
imply that the building post-dated the Dissolution of the Abbey in the mid-16th century after 
which its buildings were robbed of stone for use throughout the town. The Grange, however as 
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part of the Abbey’s property would have access to stone, released by building projects in the 
Abbey, prior to this. 
 
Running at right–angles to wall 0129 was an alignment of postholes 0139, 0141, 0144, 0145, 
0147, 0165, and forming a corner 0151. The postholes were characterised by a common fill type, 
a yellow clay packing, and their uniformity of size and spacing. The postholes ran across the 
width of the building and the distance between 0151 and the line of 0129 was 6.5m. The 
postholes were regularly spaced with the exception of 0145 which appears to have been added to 
the row alongside 0144. This may be a replacement post, although as the two are bisected by the 
centre-line of the building, this may be part of the design. Remains of the post survived in four of 
the postholes, the posts were square-sectioned and measured 7cm x10cm; these are not very 
substantial which suggests it may have been only a partition wall.  
 
A single posthole, 0134, had characteristics in common with the posthole row, including the 
yellow clay fill and surviving evidence of the post. It was opposed to 0141 and was thought to be 
part of the building plan. The ground disturbance was particularly severe over this part of the site 
and it could well be that this is the sole surviving post of an end wall.  
 
The postholes were filled with a yellow clay similar to that which made up the floor surface 
0115. The floor was made up of compacted yellow clay with a high chalk content and was laid 8-
10cm thick. It was bounded by the wall 0129 but continued beyond the posthole alignment. Its 
east edge was truncated by later footings and the south-eastern corner was removed during the 
machining. The remaining spread of the surface may indicate the final form of the footprint of 
the timber framed building better than the surviving structural parts and suggests a remodelling 
of the building with additional ranges being added to its eastern side. Alternatively the spread of 
the material could be the result of the building’s demolition.  
 
The top of the clay, as excavated, was probably the actual floor surface during the building’s 
occupation and had been made hard and smooth through use. The clay was laid directly onto the 
gravel of the glacial subsoil. This was very clean and the ground had clearly been prepared by 
removing the topsoil and levelling prior to the floor’s installation. The floor covered the early 
uses of hearth 0118 and its laying was part of a refurbishment of the building. The condition of 
the gravels below the floor could, therefore, be a result of the removal of previous floor material. 
Small and abraded pottery fragments found at the base of the clay were dated to the late 13th / 
early 14th century; no material later than this was recovered from below the clay. 
 
The hearth, 0118 (Fig.8 and 10), was situated in the main hall and was slightly to the east of the 
centre-line of the building. It had at least one phase of repair, during which time the clay floor 
0115 was laid. The hearth began as a shallow oval hollow measuring 1.4m x 0.8m and orientated 
east-west across the building. It cut into the underlying sandy subsoil and had been packed with 
clean clay to form a firm pad. The clay was unfired but the subsoil around the southern and 
western side was burnt red. Dense charcoal and ash covered the burnt sand but the centre of the 
hearth was quite clean. The charcoal and burnt sand were sealed beneath the clay floor 0115, 
which seems to have been laid down after the initial uses of the hearth. The hearth appears to 
have been re-established in the same spot after the floor was laid and subsequent firings left 
residues spread over the clay floor surface. Stake holes identified around the perimeter of the 
hearth suggest that some form of screen or light structure existed around the southern and 
western sides.  
 
Discussion of the building evidence 
Although only a fragment of the building ground plan survives, it follows the form of a medieval 
open hall and as such was a high status building. Medieval open halls were laid out to a fairly 
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standard plan with a large room, the hall, open to the roof with separate service rooms accessed 
off the ‘lower’ end of the hall and private apartments off the ‘upper’. The two service rooms 
were separated from the hall by a cross-passage which ran across the width of the building 
linking two opposing doorways, and a large open fire was situated in the middle of the hall.  
 

 
Figure 10. Plan of hearth 0118 showing stakeholes 

 
Based on this, the Phase 3 building appears to be the lower end of the hall, with a central hearth 
and the service rooms, the ‘upper end’ of the building being beyond the northern edge of the site. 
The wall formed by the alignment of earth fast posts is thought to be the partition or screen 
between the hall and service rooms. The interval between the partition wall and the south end of 
the dwarf wall 0129 is thought to be the cross-passage. The postholes of the partition were 
regularly spaced, apart from 0145, which appears to have been added to the row alongside 0144. 
This may be a replacement post but as the two are bisected by the centre-line of the building, this 
may be part of the design. The two service rooms were normally of equal size, separated by a 
wall running along the centre-line of the building and accessed thorough adjacent doors in the 
partition wall. The clay floor, which was inserted during a period of refurbishment and may 
reflect more accurately the footprint of the building, continued into the service rooms and the 
linear gap, which runs at right-angles to the partition wall, may be the remaining evidence of the 
dividing wall. The service range probably extended to posthole 0134, which is opposed to 
posthole 0141 and possibly the only surviving posthole of a wall line paralleling the partition. A 
kitchen range is sometimes sited beyond the service rooms and so the building may have 
extended even further to the south.  
 
The building may have been in use for a long time and undergone periods of change and repair. 
The clay floor was certainly a later addition and the dwarf wall was probably introduced to 
replace a rotted sill beam, which in early timber farmed buildings sat directly on the earth. This 
could have been done as under-pinning without dismantling the original structure. The Phase 3 
building was probably not constructed until the ditch alongside it was infilled, which occurred 
around about the end of the 13th century, and the clay floor sealed pottery of a similar date. 
 
Phase 5  16th century(?) 
The footing of a large fireplace 0106 was recorded south of the Phase 3 partition wall (Fig.11). 
The footing was in the form of a trench, H-shaped in plan and packed with closely spaced round 
flint cobbles set in clay. The footing was 50cm deep, the clay was unfired and there was no 
evidence of burning suggesting that the top of the excavated level was well below hearth/floor 
level of the fireplace’s use. The total width of the structure was 5m wide and the shape indicated 
that the chimney had served two hearths back-to-back. The hearth opening to the north was 
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slightly wider being 3.5m wide by 1m deep. The southern hearth was narrower, 3m x 0.9m, by 
virtue of its eastern pier being much wider than the others. This suggests that an oven or salt 
cupboard may have been built into the pier, which implies that the southern hearth served the 
kitchen. 
 
There was nothing to date the hearth, but the width of the northern side was reduced in the 18th 
century with the insertion of an additional pier 0110. This was constructed of bricks within a 
deep footing and tied into the wall at the back of 0106. It was well built and indicates the 
potential longevity of, and investment in, a chimney that was adapted and maintained through 
subsequent phases of the building. 
 

 
Figure 11. A4 Phase 5 and 6 features. 

 
The chimney had been placed in this phase as open halls were often improved with the addition 
of internal stacks from the mid-16th century. Actual evidence of its relationship with the various 
phases of the building was not forthcoming; the orientation of this fireplace was slightly skewed 
in comparison with that of the Phase 3 building and too close to the wall line of both the Phase 3 
and 6 plans. Fireplaces were usually inserted into the cross-passage bay but this was not the case 
here. The chimney’s position was also seemingly beyond the extent of both buildings but this is 
simply an indication of how much of the structural evidence of the external wall has been lost.  
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Phase 6  17th century 
The parallel walls 0127 and 0163 were constructed in Phase 6. The walls were built alongside 
and to the west of the Phase 3 wall lines so that the width and indeed dimension of the two 
phases of buildings mirrored each other closely. 
 
The walls were both built of the same type of brick with a red sandy fabric and measuring 23 x 5 
x 12cm (Type 5, see Finds Table 5) a size commonly used in the 16th century. Sooting on the 
bricks suggested that they were re-used and may have come from a dismantled fireplace (one 
other than 0106 which was still being repaired in the 18th century). Up to five courses remained 
in wall 0127, four in 0166, and the walls were 45cm wide. The bricks were irregularly laid and 
followed no traditional bonding pattern, with the vertical joints lining up in some cases. The 
finish on the outer face of the walls was better than the inner, where the brick face was irregular 
with jutting bricks and the mortar pointing left rough. The quality of the build could indicate that 
the walls were built from the outside perhaps as underpinning for an existing building and access 
was limited.  
 

 
Figure 12. Remains of dwarf wall 0163 

 
Wall 0127 was laid on a footing (0128) of rammed chalk rubble with brick and tile fragments 
within a shallow slit trench. The extent of the wall to the north was unknown as it continued 
beyond the edge of the site, but the southern end had been reconstructed or extended, using the 
same brick type, to form a square terminal. The line of the wall was truncated by later 
disturbances at the point of the terminal but there was no indication that it had ever continued 
beyond this point.  
 
The line of the opposing wall, 0163, had largely been removed by a later wall (19th century) 
constructed on the same line. The south end however appeared to be intact and, as with 0127, 
there was no indication of a continuation of the footing trench, suggesting that the two walls 
terminated or butted at the planned position. This common ending to the two walls and the 
absence of a return suggests that they may have been part of a range added to or butting against 
an existing building.  
 
The span between the two walls was equally divided by two postholes 0152 and 0155 (Figs.11 
and 13). The postholes were of similar dimensions and their alignment was at right angles to the 
brick walls. Posthole 0152 cut hearth 0118, and their fill contrasted with the clay-filled postholes 
of the earlier phase. Earth-fast post and brick built walls are not normally compatible structural 
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techniques so it is more likely that the postholes represent some form of temporary works when 
the brick range was under construction.   
 
The width of the cellar parallels the width of the building between the two brick walls, 0127 and 
0163, and the cellar and the rear range may be broadly contemporary. The earliest brick fabric 
within the cellar date to 15th /16th century, but much of it is reused. The SW corners of the cellar 
are formed exclusively from early bricks and they may have been built directly following the 
demolition of the previous phase. 

 
Figure 13. Phase 6 postholes 

 
 
Phase 7 Post-medieval  18th century  
The post-medieval features included the two large pits 0123 and 0125 (Fig.14) that cut the Phase 
1 ditch 0102 and produced l7th-18th century material. They were situated just outside the line of 
the eastern wall of the building in an area where there was little evidence of the spread of the 
building debris. Shallow pit 0158 also included post-medieval finds and had some of the clay 
floor 0115 re-deposited within its fill. The pits were presumably outside when they were dug but 
the position of the pits is somewhat problematic as the fireplace 0106 was still in use and being 
altered with insertion of the brick pier 0110 at this time. 
 
Finds from between the stones of the yard surface 0164, indicate that it was still in use during the 
18th century. The yard was beyond the western side of the building and made up of densely 
packed medium and small flints over gravel. It overlay the 0128 footing but was below the 0127 
wall fabric suggesting that the surface may have first been laid contemporary with the Phase 5 
building.  

 
 

Figure 14. Phase 7 pits 
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Phase 8  early-mid 19th century 
The brick wall stubs that cross the site, of which only 0120 was numbered, are the latest features 
on the site and are the remains of the rear range of the farmhouse as it appears in the archive 
photograph and on the early OS maps. The range was knocked down in the 1950’s and is 
recalled as being timber framed. This suggests a medieval or early post-medieval building but 
the bricks of the wall stubs were later than this, suggesting that they represented phases of 
alterations within and around the original building. The large fireplace, 0106, which may have 
been introduced as early as Phase 5, was still standing and can be seen rising out of the roof in 
the photograph. 
 
A2 ‘Stockyard’ Excavation 
 
An area 20m x 16m was opened at the west end of the stockyard on what had been the site of the 
large barn. The demolished structure had been broadly dated to the late 19th century but the map 
records illustrated that substantial outbuildings were always sited here and the excavation 
exposed the stubs of a number of crossing walls. These could be separated into phases of build 
and are described by phase below. The phase numbering corresponds with that used on the A4 
excavation.  
 
Prehistory 
A large pit 0013 containing Iron Age pottery was discovered during the first phase evaluation 
within this area but no features of this date were found during the open area excavations. 
 
Phase 1/2   up to late 13th early 14th century  
The earliest feature on the site was the large ditch 0025 which was first identified during the first 
stage evaluation. It continued on an east-west course running into and finishing at the 
contemporary north–south ditch 0205. The ditch had been filled in two stages. The bottom of the 
ditch was filled with a pale a stony silt-clay, which probably accumulated through weathering 
while the ditch was open. The ditch was infilled during Phase 2 with a darker loam, finds 
recovered from section 0204 suggest that this occurred during the 13th or 14th centuries and was 
contemporary with the backfilling of ditch 0102 on A4.  
 
Ditch 0205 was larger than 0025 and ran north–south along the boundary of the Eldohouse Farm 
complex. It was 3.2m wide and 1.2m and was recorded both here and the in the footing trenches 
of Eldo Farm Cottage development.  
 
Ditch 0025 fed into and terminated at 0205 suggesting that the two were contemporary in origin 
and part of a network of boundaries. Section 0232 indicates that 0205 remained open after 0025 
was infilled and indeed may have remained open as a boundary until the construction of the farm 
buildings in the 17th century. An almost complete pig skeleton was found in the upper fill of 
0205 in section 0206; the pig, presumably a diseased animal, did not appear to have been 
interred within a separate pit but to have been disposed of during the infilling of the ditch. The 
burial of the pig and the lack of pottery or other finds perhaps reflect the ditch’s location on the 
edge of the site and away from any dwelling.  
 
Phase 3   14th - late 15th century 
The large flint and mortar wall numbered 0201 (Fig. 15) and continuation of the wall (0011) 
recorded in the evaluation trenches has been assigned to this phase. The wall is constructed of 
medium to large flints set in horizontal courses in a creamy white lime mortar and was made 
expertly. It was 60cm wide and in places survived to a height of 50cm. A 40m length was 
uncovered in total and no identifiably post-medieval material was seen within its make up. 
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The wall was built partly over the infill of ditch 0025, effectively repeating the boundary that the 
ditch had established, and was strengthened with a possible pilaster buttress on the south face of 
the wall where it was constructed over backfill. The wall terminated at the edge of the ditch 
0205, which, it is supposed, remained open during this phase. The wall represents the first major 
period of building after the infilling of the ditches and as such may be linked to the building of 
the open hall in Area 4A. Notably the hall and the wall are orientated at right-angles to each 
other.  
 

0026

0023

 Ditch 0025

0011

meters

0201

0 2.5 5

Ditch 
 0205

A2 excavation area

0206

 
Figure 15. A2 ‘stockyard’ Phase 3 features 

 
A contemporary smaller flint and mortar wall, 0023 was found in the evaluation; this ran at right 
angles to 0201, suggesting that the area enclosed by wall 0201was sub-divided by secondary 
walls or had structures built against it. 
 
Phase 6   17th century 
A major re-modelling of the stockyard and its boundaries occurs during phase 6. The northern 
boundary, which had been defined firstly by the ditch 0025 and then the stone wall 0201, was 
abandoned and the large ditch, 0205, on the western edge of the stockyard was filled in. Most of 
the length of 0201, however, is retained as part of one of the stockyard buildings. Additional out-
buildings represented by wall stubs 0213, 0214 and 0231 cut through the west end of wall 0201, 
indicating that the stockyard had been enlarged, but very little of these structures remain (Fig. 
16). The walls were constructed of flint and brick and the brick, along with iron glazed pottery 
recovered from within the fabric of 0231, suggested a 17th century date for its build.  
 
The bricks within 0231 are similar to those used in the Phase 6 reconstruction of the house in 
area A4, and the bricks used in the main body of the cellar wall matched those in the build of 
0213.  
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Figure 16. A2 ‘stockyard’ Phases 6 and 7 features 

and buildings from the 1747 map 
 
Phase 7  18th century 
Further outbuildings were added to the stockyard in phase 7. These survived as fragmentary 
stubs only and could be identified by their common orientation, which differs from the previous 
phase and the wall lines of the later stockyard building. The wall fragments, which comprise 
0212, 0219, 0220, 0221 0222, 0224, 0225 and 0229 (Fig. 16), are constructed of a mixture of 
material. Differences in the treatment of build suggest that there were secondary phases and that 
the range of building evolved through alteration and repair. Walls 0221 0225 and 0229 were 
built entirely of mortared flint whereas limestone salvaged from earlier phases and brick were 
widespread alongside the flint on the other walls. The brick suggested a construction date after 
the late 17th or early 18th century. Although arranged on a different axis to the Phase 6 walls, the 
Phase 7 group of buildings was linked to the Phase 6 wall 0214 with an oddly angled length of 
wall, 0212, suggesting that part of the Phase 6 buildings continued.  
 
The Phase 7 buildings extended over the ditch 0205 and the alignment of the buildings is the 
same as those on Thomas Warren’s map of the area, which illustrates that these building were 
standing in 1747. 
 
Phase 8   19th century 
Phase 8 refers to the remains of the largely brick-built farm building constructed during the 19th 
and 20th centuries. They include walls 0215, 0217, 0223 and 0227 and represent the series of 
barns and animal shed identified on the OS series of maps from 1880 onwards, of which the barn 
demolished prior to the excavation was the last survivor. Although mainly constructed of brick, 
very large blocks of limestone, including moulded pieces, were recorded in the build of walls 
0215, 0216, 0217 and 0218. These are all clearly re-used but it is an indication of the quality and 
importantly magnitude of the building of the earlier phases to have released such material in their 
the demolition.  
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Figure 17. A2  ‘stockyard’ Phase 8 features and buildings from the 1880 map 
 

A4 ‘Kempson Way’ Phase II monitoring 
 
Much of the groundwork had been completed prior to the notice of commencement of work. The 
site level had been reduced over the area of the proposed building (unit 2) and surrounding car 
park (Fig.18). A deep basement had already been excavated below the western half of Unit 2 but 
the sections of the excavation were visible and the footings for the eastern half of the building 
were observed while being excavated.  
 
The ground level had been reduced by c.60cm and had been tracked over by machinery, the 
remaining surface was within the glacial subsoil and the potential for all but very deep 
archaeological features had been lost. A level horizon of redeposited clay, possibly a floor 
surface, was seen in the side of the basement excavation and was comparable with the clay floor 
surfaces recorded in the A4 ‘Farmhouse’ excavations.  
 
The existence of the clay surface suggests that remains of the medieval building complex may 
have once continued into this area. 
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Figure 18. Areas of Phase II monitoring 

 
 
 

Finds and environmental evidence by Sue Anderson 
 
Introduction 
Table 1 shows the quantities of finds collected during the excavation.  A full quantification by 
context is included as Appendix 3.1. 
 

Find type No. Wt/g 
Pottery 160 2650 
CBM 111 56644 
Fired clay 2 14 
Glass 2 3 
Worked flint 1 17 
Iron 10 1047 
Copper alloy 1 88 
Animal bone 492 3742 
Shell 51 404 
Charcoal 1 - 

Table 1. Finds quantities. 
 
Pottery 
A total of 160 sherds of pottery weighing 2650g was collected during the excavation.  Table 2 
shows the quantities by fabric and period.  A quantification by context is included in Appendix 
3.2. 
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Fabric Code  No %No Wt/g %Wt 
Medieval Coarse Wares (general) MCW 3.20 1 1.0 100 6.6 
Bury Sandy Ware BSW 3.30 2 2.0 6 0.4 
Bury Sandy Fine Ware BSFW 3.31 42 41.6 515 34.1 
Bury Coarse Sandy Ware BCSW 3.32 2 2.0 59 3.9 
Bury Medieval Coarse Ware BMCW 3.33 49 48.5 635 42.1 
Bury Medieval Coarse Ware Gritty BMCWG 3.34 1 1.0 5 0.3 
Mill Green Coarseware MGCW 3.46 4 4.0 190 12.6 

Total medieval coarseware   101 63.1 1510 57.0 
Grimston-type Ware GRIM 4.10 4 36.4 47 59.5 
Mill Green Ware MGW 4.22 6 54.5 21 26.6 
Hedingham Fine Ware HFW1 4.23 1 9.1 11 13.9 

Total medieval glazed ware   11 6.9 79 3.0 
Late Medieval and Transitional LMT 5.10 28 93.3 577 92.9 
Raeran/Aachen Stoneware GSW3 7.13 2 6.7 44 7.1 

Total late medieval   30 18.8 621 23.4 
Iron Glazed Black Wares IGBW 6.11 4 22.2 72 16.4 
Glazed Red Earthenware GRE 6.12 10 55.6 179 40.7 
Speckle-glazed Ware SPEC 6.15 2 11.1 50 11.4 
Cologne/Frechen Stoneware GSW4 7.14 2 11.1 139 31.6 

Total post-medieval   18 11.3 440 16.6 
Total   160  2650  

Table 2.  Pottery quantities by fabric. 
 

Methodology 
Quantification was carried out using sherd count and weight.  A full quantification by fabric, context and feature is 
available in the archive.  All fabric codes were assigned from the Suffolk post-Roman fabric series, which includes 
Norfolk, Essex, Cambridgeshire and Midlands fabrics, as well as imported wares.  Imports were identified from 
Jennings (1981).  Non-local ware identifications are based on McCarthy and Brooks (1988).  A ×20 microscope was 
used for fabric identification and characterisation.  Form terminology follows MPRG (1998).  Recording uses a 
system of letters for fabric codes together with number codes for ease of sorting in database format.  SCCAS pottery 
quantification forms were used and the results were input onto an Access 97 database. 
 

Pottery by period 
Medieval coarsewares and glazed wares 
The majority of pottery from the site was of high medieval date (70% by count, 60% by weight).  
The main fabrics identified were all typical of Bury St. Edmunds, in particular Bury Medieval 
Coarseware (BMCW) and Bury Sandy Fine Ware (BSFW).  The coarser variants, Bury Sandy 
Ware (BSW), Bury Coarse Sandy Ware (BCSW) and Bury Medieval Coarseware Gritty 
(BMCWG) were not common in this group.  Identifiable vessels amongst the Bury wares 
consisted of six jars, one bowl and one jug, and there were two wide strap handles which were 
probably also from jars.  Rim types were generally from developed forms of 13th-14th century 
date, although one jar rim in BCSW was probably made in the 12th-13th centuries.  No 
decoration was seen in this assemblage.  Most sherds were sooted and some contained burnt food 
residue. 
 
A few coarseware sherds were not typical of the town: one large jar rim decorated with diagonal 
stabbed comb marks at the shoulder was unidentified and recorded simply as MCW, and four 
sherds of a large redware jar with occasional patches of clear glaze may be Mill Green 
coarseware. 
 
Glazed wares formed 10% of the medieval group and were also dominated by 13th-14th century 
products.  One sherd, a piece of Hedingham Ware from Sible Hedingham in Essex, was 
decorated with applied vertical strips, brown slip lines and clear ‘orange’ glaze typical of 12th-
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13th century jugs made by this industry.  The remaining sherds were of 13th-14th century date 
and were from Mill Green, Essex, and Grimston, Norfolk.  This range of glazed wares is 
common in Bury St. Edmunds.  The Grimston sherds included a possible arm from a face jug, 
and the Mill Green ware was decorated with white slip lines; all sherds were green glazed. 
 
Late medieval wares 
The second largest pottery group in this assemblage belonged to the late medieval period (15th-
16th c.).  Most were late medieval and transitional wares, probably made on the Norfolk-Suffolk 
border, although several sherds were unglazed and not typical of the products from this industry.  
Essex is another possible source of redwares at this date.  No vessel forms were identifiable. 
 
Two sherds of Raeren stoneware were collected, a jug rim and a body sherd. 
 
Post-medieval wares 
Glazed redwares were the most common post-medieval pottery types, and included iron glazed 
(IGBW) and speckle-glazed (SPEC) wares.  Vessel forms were not generally identifiable, 
although there were two possible jars and a bowl in glazed red earthenware (GRE). 
 
Imported wares of this date were German stonewares, probably from Frechen, including a ‘tiger 
ware’ jug rim/handle and a plain body sherd. 
 

Pottery by site phase and feature 
Table 3 shows the quantities of pottery by site phase.  Much of this assemblage was collected 
from layers rather than deposited in features. 
 
 

 
 2 3 4 post 4 6+ 7 Un 

MCW 3.20       1 
BSW 3.30       2 
BSFW 3.31 3 18  1   20 
BCSW 3.32 1      1 
BMCW 3.33 10 9 1 1  2 26 
BMCW

 
3.34       1 

MGCW 3.46  4      
GRIM 4.10 2 1     1 
MGW 4.22  5 1     
HFW1 4.23       1 
LMT 5.10  24    4  
GSW3 7.13     1 1  
IGBW 6.11     2 2  
GRE 6.12  4   3 3  
SPEC 6.15  1     1 
GSW4 7.14     1 1  
Total  16 66 2 2 7 13 54 

Table 3.  Pottery by site phase. 
Phase 2 
Ditch 0025 (fill 0204) contained a strap handle in Bury sandy fine ware, probably of 13th-14th 
century date. 
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Ditch 0104 contained two sherds in fill 0103, including a jar rim of 12th-13th c. date in BCSW.  
Thirteen sherds were found in fill 0105, including Bury and Grimston wares, suggesting a 13th-
14th century date. 
 
Phase 3 
Layers 0116 and 0117 may have been a fill of ditch 0102, or perhaps slumping of soil into it, and 
these produced 61 sherds between them, the majority of which were of high and late medieval 
date. 
 
Five sherds of post-medieval glazed redwares, indicating a 17th-18th century date, were 
collected from between the limestone blocks in wall, 0129, these were thought to be residual and 
deposited post destruction of the wall.  
 
Phase 4 
Clay floor 0115 contained one sherd of BMCW and a tiny fragment of possible Mill Green 
Ware, suggesting a 13th-14th century date. 
 
Post Phase 4 
?Hearth 0112 produced two sherds of Bury ware (BSFW and BMCW), including a 13th-14th c. 
jug rim. 
 
Phase 6+ 
Seven sherds of post-medieval pottery, including German stonewares and local redwares, were 
collected from cobble surface 0164, indicating a 17th-18th century date for its use. 
 
Phase 7 
Pit 0125 produced 11 sherds of pottery including abraded BMCW, local late and post-medieval 
wares, and two German stoneware jug sherds. 
 
Two sherds of iron-glazed blackware jar rim were collected from wall 0231. 
 
Unphased 
A fragment of arm from a Grimston ware face jug was found in posthole 0136. 
 
Bury wares were the main finds from layers 0121 and 0122, and included developed rim forms 
of the 13th-14th centuries. 
 
Layer 0119 contained three sherds of BMCW which may be residual, as they were associated 
with a piece of speckle-glazed ware dating to the late 17th-18th centuries. 
 
Building Material 
Methodology and retention policy for all building material 
The assemblage was quantified (count and weight) by fabric and form.  Fabrics were identified on the basis of 
macroscopic appearance and main inclusions.  The width, length and thickness of bricks and floor tiles were 
measured, but roof tile thicknesses were only measured when another dimension was available.  Forms were 
identified from previous work in Norwich (Drury 1993), based on measurements, and from bricks recorded on 
standing buildings in Bury St. Edmunds (Suffolk Brick Survey, unpub.). 
 
The retention policy for CBM assemblages is to keep samples of all fabrics, representative complete or near-
complete pieces of most forms, unusual objects, pieces showing animal or human footprints, and all material 
identified as Roman or possibly Roman.  All fired clay was retained.  In this group, the only mortar collected was 
that adhering to bricks and tiles. 
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Worked stone building materials were recorded by count only.  They were traced in section and their major 
dimensions were measured.  Only small fragments and pieces from stratified contexts were retained. 
 

Ceramic Building Material (CBM)  
Introduction 
A total of 111 fragments of ceramic building material (CBM) weighing 56644g was collected 
from the site.  This is only a sample of the total quantity present.  A full quantification is 
included as Appendix 3.3. 
 
CBM Fabrics 
Seven main brick and tile fabrics were identified as follows: 
 

1 Fine sandy red, handmade with common voids, moderate grog and moderate rounded ferrous fragments.  
Late bricks. 

2 Fine sandy red, compact, well-fired, common rounded ferrous fragments and moderate mica.  Roof tile, 
pantile and late brick. 

3 Fine sandy red, common coarse and very coarse flint, occasional ferrous fragments.  Late brick. 
4 Medium sandy red, often with reduced core, occasional ferrous and flint inclusions, often over-fired with a 

‘sparkly’ quartz section.  Roof tile. 
5 Fine sandy orange, occasional fine calcareous inclusions.  Roof tile. 
6 Medium sandy red with cream streaks, moderate very coarse flint, mica.  6a is a variant of this with coarse 

chalk inclusions.  Late brick. 
7 Fine sandy yellow/buff, common voids, occasional ferrous and calcareous inclusions.  Floor brick. 

 
Two complete machine-made bricks could not be identified to fabric group. 
 
CBM Forms 
Table 4 shows the quantities (by count) of CBM by form and fabric. 
 

Fabric Late brick Floor brick Roof tile Pantile 
1 22    
2 4  16 3 
3 11    
4   46  
5   2  
6 1    
6a 1    
7  3   
Un 2    
Total 41 3 64 3 

Table 4.  CBM quantities by form and fabric. 
 
This shows that most bricks were in fabrics 1 and 3, whilst most roof tiles were in fabric 4. 
 
Bricks 
Most bricks were collected as single samples from walls.  Measurements were taken where 
possible, and eight main types could be distinguished on this basis, as shown in Table 5. 
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Type Fabric No. Thickness Width Length 
1 6 1 45 130  
2 2 4 46-48 110-111 229-234 
3 7 1 53  217 
4 1/3 8 55-60 106-110 220-223 
5 3 1 58 113 237 
6 3 1 60 102  
7 1 3 62-66 109-113 229-232 
8 Un 2 64-66 107-109 228-235 

Table 5.  Brick types (measurements in mm). 
 

Probably the earliest brick in the group is Type 1, the widest and thinnest brick in the group.  
This was in the poorly mixed fabric 6 and could be a medieval example.  It was found in layer 
0119.   
 
Type 2 bricks may also be relatively early, perhaps 15th-16th century, although similar sized 
bricks were in use up to the 18th century.  These were all samples collected from walls (0052, 
0059, 0065, 0066), and were recorded as re-used bricks on site.  Several had the remains of paint 
and/or plaster on one side. 
 
Type 3 is a floor brick of 18th-19th century date, and may have been thicker originally, although 
it was recovered from wall 0226.  One stretcher face had been rubbed, so the width could not be 
measured. 
 
Type 4 bricks again have parallels in 15th-16th century brickwork, but in Bury bricks of this size 
appear to have been used in buildings of late 17th-18th century date.  These bricks were largely 
recovered from pit 0123 and most show signs of burning and/or sooting on one face, possibly 
indicating that they were originally used in a hearth or chimney.  They were found in association 
with pantile, but this may indicate the date of the deposit rather than that of the bricks.  One brick 
of this size was from wall 0231. 
 
Type 5 is slightly wider than type 4, but could simply be a variant of it.  This size was relatively 
common in the 16th century, but could be as late as 19th century.  It was collected from wall 
0127. 
 
Type 6 is one of the narrowest and thickest bricks from the site.  Bricks of this type are largely of 
18th century date.  This one was collected from structure 0110. 
 
Type 7 bricks are similar in size to bricks in 17th century buildings.  They were collected from 
wall 0053 (reused), brickwork 0213 and wall 0227. 
 
Type 8 is similar in size to type 7, but is distinguished by the presence of a frog with the name 
RUSHBROOKE impressed into it.  This suggests a 19th or 20th century date.  The two bricks 
were collected as samples from the pumphouse in Area 2. 
 
Tiles 
The majority of tiles were fragments of plain peg tiles.  Only nine fragments had holes, however, 
all round.  Two fragments from wall 0051 had paint on one edge.  Only two tiles were intact 
enough for width measurements.  One from 0051 measured 162mm, and one from footing 0222 
was 171mm wide.  Thicknesses were not measured. 
 
Three small fragments of pantile were collected from pit 0123 and wall 0221.  These are 17th 
century or later in date. 
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Fired clay 
Only two small pieces of fired clay were collected.  One was tempered with chalk and flint 
(0103) and one was small and abraded but only contained sand (0115).  Neither was diagnostic 
for function and they will not be discussed further. 
 

Mortar 
All mortar was attached to CBM.  Three main types were identified as follows: 
 

1 Cream-buff, large chalk fragments, abundant sand. 
2 Cream, abundant coarse sand, occasional small chalk fragments. 
3 White, coarse sand, flint and chalk. 

 
Types 1 and 2 sometimes occur on the same brick or tile, and in all cases, type 2 overlays type 1, 
indicating a later date as well as re-use of the relevant fragments. 
 
The bricks which could be identified to type were compared with the types of mortar present on 
them.  Type 1 mortar occurs on three type 2 bricks, two type 4 bricks and two type 7 bricks, 
perhaps indicating a 15th-17th c. date for this mortar type.  Type 2 mortar was found on four 
type 4 bricks, one type 5 and one type 6, suggesting a 16th-18th c. date.  Both mortar types 1 and 
2 were present on a type 7 brick.  Type 3 mortar was found on one type 4 brick and one type 9 
brick, so this mortar type may have been used in the 19th c. 
 

Worked stone 
Most stone blocks were unstratified and made up part of the general rubble overlying the site.  
They were clearly re-used and likely to have derived from the Abbey following the Dissolution.  
The following catalogue lists the stones recovered from the site.  All pieces were covered with 
mortar and heavily damaged, so profiles were often difficult to record.  Pieces 1-16 were drawn 
in section, and a selection of these is shown in Fig. 18. 
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no stone type form notes date 
1 shelly oolitic limestone voussoir moulding largely lost, curved back surface.  150+ x 165 x 60-

130mm. 
?14th c. 

2 coarse oolitic limestone vaulting roll and 3 fillets, large roll and another moulding forming vault ribs.  
280+ x 260+ 150mm.  Fig. 18.5. 

L.13th-
E.14th c. 

3 oolitic limestone jamb? trefoil moulding in section  260 x 180 x 202mm.  Fig. 18.6. 14th c.? 
4 coarse shelly oolitic 

limestone 
 simple roll moulding, not complete, may be similar to 16.  250+ x 

180+ 170mm.  Fig. 18.1 
11th-12th c.? 

5 coarse shelly oolitic 
limestone 

jamb? simple roll moulding (heavily eroded) with possible door rebate.  
152 x 130+ x 275mm. 

11th-12th c.? 

6 shelly oolitic limestone column? simple column drum?  150mm diam, 244mm long. 11th-12th c.? 
7 coarse shelly limestone  worn block, probably moulded.  320+ x 200+ x 185mm.  
8 coarse shelly oolitic 

limestone 
jamb simple roll moulding.  210+ x 180+ x 180mm.  

9 coarse shelly limestone  probably moulded but heavily damaged.  280+ x 220 x 190mm.  
10 coarse shelly limestone frieze panel cusped blind tracery, but moulding damaged - possibly forming 

quatrefoil or trefoil arch head?  220+ x 190 x 150mm max. 
13th-14th c. 

11 coarse shelly limestone jamb? moulded but damaged, possibly tapered - voussoir?  320+ x 200+ x 
180+mm. 

 

12 fine-grained oolitic 
limestone (Ketton) 

jamb? small roll in hollow chamfer (almost ogee).  300 x 250+ x 225mm.  
Fig. 18. 3. 

14th-15th c.? 

13 very coarse shelly 
limestone 

block simple rectangular block.  280 x 250 x 145mm.  

14 coarse shelly limestone jamb? central roll and 3 fillets with smaller rolls either side.  300 x 215 x 
240mm.  Fig. 18.4. 

L.13th-
E.14th c. 

15 coarse shelly limestone arch 
segment 

moulding heavily damaged.  380+ x 190+ x 100-280+mm. Prob. 13th c. 

16 coarse shelly limestone jamb? double hollow chamfer and large roll.  320 x 230 x 235mm.  Fig. 
18.2. 

11th-12th c. 

17 coarse shelly limestone jamb? large roll moulding, one side broken.  415+ x 230+ x 190+mm. 11th-12th c.? 
18 coarse shelly limestone jamb? moulded area damaged, possibly similar to 3?  260+ x 235 x 230mm. 14th c.? 
19 coarse shelly limestone block most edges and surfaces damaged.  390+ x 280 x 195mm.  
20 very coarse shelly 

limestone 
block large block with semi-circular end, very eroded and battered.  490+ x 

300 x 230mm. 
 

21 very coarse shelly 
limestone 

block heavily weathered on exposed face, poss hollow chamfer at one 
corner, but may be just broken - area filled with mortar.  470 x 300 x 
230mm. 

 

22 coarse shelly limestone block rebate at one end with groove worn by bolt or hinge fastening?  Very 
eroded surface.  Other end has chamfered edge at rear.  490 x 260 x 
200+mm. 

 

23 coarse shelly limestone block trapezoidal shape, very worn edge.  520 x 260+ x 200mm.  
24 coarse shelly limestone block semi-circular end as 20, rest missing.  325+ x 220mm.  
25 coarse shelly limestone block? one flat surface, rest damaged  365 x 260+ x 210+mm.  
 

Window glass 
One small fragment of modern window glass was collected from pit fill 0124. 
 

Structural Metalwork 
Three nails were found in late medieval layer 0116, there were two in footing trench 0128, and a 
large nail with a square head was collected from post-medieval pit fill 0126. 
 
Miscellaneous 
Flint 
One ?utilised flake was recovered from layer 0105. 
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Vessel glass 
A small fragment of post-medieval vessel glass of uncertain form was found in layer 0116. 
 

Other metalwork 
A fragment of post-medieval horseshoe was found in pit 0158.  Unidentified iron fragments were 
found in clay floor 0115, pit fill 0126 (curved sheet fragment) and posthole 0156 (flat object with 
tapering concave sides and convex end, not complete).  A copper alloy sheet fragment cut into a 
semi-circle was also found in pit fill 0126; it was probably machine cut and modern in date. 
 
Biological evidence 
Animal bone 
by Alexis Willett 
 
Introduction 
A total of 492 (NISP 148) animal bones, weighing 3.742kg, were recovered from the Eldohouse 
Farm site.  The general condition of the bones is good although the majority of this assemblage 
is fragmentary.  The bones analysed were all hand-collected during the excavation and thus a 
bias towards the large skeletal elements and species must be taken into account for this 
assemblage. 
 
Methods 
All the bones were examined by eye and, for each taxon, were assessed in terms of skeletal elements, number of 
identified specimens (NISP), weight, level of maturity and any other observations.  The results were recorded on 
SCCAS faunal remains forms and entered onto a Microsoft Access database.  References used for identification can 
be seen in the bibliography (Cohen and Serjeantson 1996 and Schmid 1972). 
 
Results 
Table 6 shows the summary of quantification by taxa, with a full quantification by context in 
Appendix 3.4.  Nine taxon categories were identified, although three of these are broad 
groupings in order to narrow down the classification of those fragments that were not 
specifically identifiable.  The broad groups can be defined as follows: 
 
Large mammal  - an animal approximately the size of cattle / equid / large deer; 
Medium mammal  - an animal approximately the size of sheep / pig / small deer; 
Deer    - the species could not be identified due to a lack of reference material. 
  
No attempt was made to distinguish between sheep and goat bones. 
 

Taxa No %No NISP Wt/g %Wt/g 
Cattle (Bos taurus) 3 0.6 3 182 4.9 
Sheep/goat (Ovis/Capra) 14 2.8 7 93 2.5 
Pig (Sus scrofa) 301 61.2 75 2753 73.6 
Equid (Equus sp.) 1 0.2 1 29 0.8 
Dog (Canis familiaris) 120 24.4 30 97 2.6 
Deer (Cervid) 7 1.4 7 92 2.5 
Domestic goose (Anser anser) 3 0.6 3 6 0.2 
Large mammal 31 6.3 15 452 12.1 
Medium mammal 12 2.4 7 38 1.0 
Totals 492  148 3742  

Table 6. Animal bone quantification by taxa. 
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Assemblage composition 
The majority of the bones in this assemblage, 61.2% of the total fragment number and 73.6% of 
the total weight, have been identified as pig although most of these are from an individual animal 
thus skewing the statistics.  Dog bones also comprise a significant proportion of the total 
assemblage, although again they appear to be from a single animal.  Overall, only small numbers 
of bones are present of each taxon identified and these represent only a few individuals in total.  
A small range of taxa is present in total and the assemblage generally reflects animals that are 
commonly found on archaeological sites in area.  The domestic goose bones may point towards a 
phase of high status on this site, although only three bones were recovered in total.   
 
Element frequency 
Most of the skeletal elements are present for many of the taxa in the total assemblage.  However, 
this assemblage may represent the remains from hundreds of years of occupation.  A large 
proportion of one dog skeleton was found in a shallow pit on the site.  The significant elements 
that are missing are the skull and many bones of the lower hind limbs.  Almost all the skeletal 
elements of the single pig were recovered from ditch 0205. 
 
Age 
A mix of mature and immature bones are present in the assemblage. No patterns of maturity 
within the taxa groups, with the exception of the articulated skeletons recovered, or skeletal 
elements are apparent.  No sense of the status of the site over time may be gained from this 
evidence as the numbers are too small overall. 
 
The single pig was an immature animal at the time of death.  No obvious pathology or cut marks 
were observed on the skeleton and thus it is difficult to provide an accurate interpretation of its 
articulated nature.  It is possible that it died of an acute illness, that did not last long enough to 
affect the skeleton, and was disposed of in the ditch. 
 
Observations 
Cut/chop marks 
With the exception of the individual dog and pig skeletons, the majority of the bones in this 
assemblage show butchery evidence.  Of these, nearly all have been chopped through and the 
remainder display small cut marks on their external surfaces, implying the use of a range of tools 
and techniques. 
 
Gnaw marks 
Two large mammal long bone shaft fragments, one large mammal vertebra and a medium 
mammal tibia showed evidence of having been gnawed.  All the gnaw marks were small 
puncture pits rather than grooves and are likely to have been made by canids, such as local dogs 
and foxes, rather than rodents.  Such gnawing suggests post-depositional activity.  The bones 
may have been re-deposited from their original contexts by canids. 
   
Pathology 
A number of the bones in the assemblage show evidence of pathological change, all of which are 
from the dog skeleton.  One femur, three metapodia, two ulnae, three first phalanges, four second 
phalanges and three third phalanges are affected with similar bone changes.  The pathology is in 
the form of extra bone proliferation and pitting, primarily around the joint articulations and part 
of the shafts.  It is possible that this is the result of post-traumatic infection but given the number 
of elements involved it is more likely that these are osteoarthritic bone changes. 
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Summary and discussion 
A small number of animal bone fragments was recovered from this site and represents a limited 
range of common taxa.  It is probable that the majority of the fragments are the remains of food 
waste.  However, such a small collection of animal bone fragments only represents a handful of 
individuals and therefore no realistic interpretations about the site’s use or economy over time 
may be made from the faunal remains in isolation.  
 

Plant macrofossils 
by Val Fryer 
 
Introduction 
Excavations at Eldohouse Farm revealed features medieval date associated with a farming 
complex including a possible medieval hearth and corn drier. Samples for the extraction of the 
plant macrofossil assemblages were taken from each context, and two samples were submitted 
for assessment. 
 
Methods 
The samples were processed by manual water flotation/washover, collecting the flots in a 500 micron mesh sieve. 
The dried flots were scanned under a binocular microscope at magnifications up to x 16, and the plant macrofossils 
and other remains noted are listed on Table 7. Nomenclature within the table follows Stace (1997). Plant remains 
were preserved by charring and mineral replacement. 
 
Results of assessment 
Plant macrofossils 
Cereal grains/chaff and seeds of common weed plants were present at varying densities in both 
samples. Preservation was moderate to good, although some grains had become puffed and 
distorted during charring. A moderate density of the mineral replaced seeds were not identifiable, 
as only casts of the internal structures remained.  
 
Oat (Avena sp.), barley (Hordeum sp.) and wheat (Triticum sp.) grains were recorded at a low 
density. Rachis nodes of barley, rye (Secale cereale), bread wheat (T. aestivum/compactum) type 
and rivet wheat (T. turgidum) type were present in sample 0030 and abundant in sample 0112. A 
single large rounded seed, possibly a pea (Pisum sativum), was noted in sample 0030. 
 
Seeds of common weed plants were present in both samples. Segetal taxa including corn cockle 
(Agrostemma githago), stinking mayweed (Anthemis cotula), cornflower (Centaurea sp.), black 
bindweed (Fallopia convolvulus), corn gromwell (Lithospermum arvense), poppy (Papaver sp.), 
campion (Silene sp.) and vetch/vetchling (Vicia/Lathyrus sp.) were predominant, although some 
grasses and grassland herbs were also recorded. Rare flax (Linum usitatissimum) seeds were 
recovered from both samples. A single possible sedge (Carex sp.) nutlet was found in sample 
0112 and a small nutshell fragment (possibly hazel (Corylus avellana)) was noted in sample 
0030. 
 
Charcoal fragments were abundant in both samples. Other plant macrofossils included pieces of 
charred root or stem and indeterminate culm nodes, seeds and twig fragments. 
 
Animal macrofossils 
Animal macrofossils were rare, but did include bone fragments, pieces of mineralised or faecal 
concretion, mineral replaced arthropods and small mammal or amphibian bones. 
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Sample No. 0030 0112 

Cereals and other food plants   
Avena sp. (grains) xcf  
    (awn frags.)  x 
Cereal indet. (grains) xx x 
Hordeum sp. (grains) xcf x 
    (rachis nodes) xcf xxx 
Hordeum/Secale cereale (rachis nodes) x xxx 
Pisum sativum L. xcf  
Secale cereale L. (rachis nodes)  xxx 
Triticum sp. (grains) x xcf 
T. aestivum/compactum type (rachis nodes) x x 
T. turgidum type rachis nodes x x 
Herbs   
Agrostemma githago L. xm  
Anthemis cotula L.  x 
Atriplex sp.  x 
Centaurea sp. xm  
Chenopodium album L. x  
Chenopodiaceae indet. x x 
Fabaceae indet. xcoty  
Fallopia convolvulus (L.)A.Love x    xtf  
Linum usitatissimum L. xm xcf 
Lithospermum arvense L. xm  
Papaver sp. xxm  
Large Poaceae indet. xm  
Polygonum aviculare L.  x 
Ranunculus sp. xcf  
Rumex/Carex sp. xm  
Rumex acetosella L. x  
Silene sp. xxm  
Urtica sp. x  
Vicia/Lathyrus sp. x  
Wetland plants   
Carex sp.  xcf 
Trees/shrubs   
Corylus avellana L. xcf  
Other plant macrofossils   
Charcoal <2mm xxx xxx 
Charcoal >2mm x x 
Charred root/rhizome/stem x xxx 
Indet.culm nodes  xx 
Indet.seeds x    xxm  
Indet.twig frags.  x 
Animal macrofossils   
Bone x  
Mineralised/faecal concretions x  
Mineral replaced arthropods x  
Small mammal/amphibian bones x x 
Other materials   
Black porous 'cokey' material x x 
Black tarry material x  
Siliceous globules  xx 
Small coal frags. x  
Vitrified material x x 
Sample volume (litres) 7 1 
Volume of flot (litres) 0.2 0.3 
% flot sorted 100% 50% 

Table 7. Plant macrofossils and other remains. 
Key to Table: x = 1 – 10 specimens     xx = 10 – 100 specimens     xxx = 100+ specimens 

cf = refer to     m = mineral replaced     coty = cotyledon     tf = testa fragment 
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Other materials 
The fragments of black porous ‘cokey’ material, black tarry material and the siliceous globules 
may all be derived from the combustion of organic materials (including cereal grains and 
straw/grass) at very high temperatures. Other materials were very rare, but did include small 
fragments of coal and pieces of vitrified material. 
 
Discussion 
Sample 0030 was taken from the charcoal rich sandy fill of a corn drier. The assemblage from 
0030 appears to be mixed, containing charred rivet wheat chaff (possibly derived from domestic 
and/or agricultural detritus) and mineral replaced plant remains, the latter probably derived from 
either animal dung or human waste. Small fragments of faecal material are also present.  
 
Sample 0112,  from the base of a possible medieval hearth, contains a very high density of cereal 
chaff and straw culm nodes. Cereal processing waste and straw could both have been used within 
a hearth, although probably as kindling rather than fuel 
 
Conclusions and recommendations for further work 
In summary, the assemblage from sample 0030 appears to indicate that the feature from which it 
was taken functioned as a refuse pit, containing both burnt detritus and dung or sewage waste. 
However, some elements of the assemblage may be intrusive from later deposits. Sample 0112 is 
almost certainly derived from kindling used within the medieval hearth. 
 
Although both assemblages do contain quantifiably viable assemblages (i.e.100+ specimens), 
further analysis of two samples in isolation would probably add little to the overall interpretation 
of the site or its component features. Therefore, no further work is recommended. 
 

Shell 
Fifty oyster shells were recovered from six contexts of high and late medieval date, the largest 
group from layers 0116/0117 (33 shells).  A whelk was found in footing trench 0128, along with 
ten oysters.  The shells were generally found in association with animal bone and are likely to be 
food debris. 
 

Charcoal 
One small fragment of charcoal was collected from layer 0105. 
 
Discussion of the finds evidence 
The finds assemblage from this site is relatively small and scattered both temporally and 
spatially.  In terms of the pottery at least, there is a high degree of residuality, and it is likely that 
many of the CBM samples were re-used.  This makes the interpretation of site use in terms of the 
artefacts difficult. 
 
No artefacts were recovered from the first phases of site use.  Phase 2 produced a small quantity 
of high medieval pottery, animal bone and oyster shell from the fills of two ditches.  Phase 3 
produced the largest quantity of pottery and CBM fragments, together with a large group of 
oyster shells and some animal bone, most of it from the fills of one ditch.  A clay floor in Phase 4 
produced medieval pottery, presumably residual, a tiny piece of bone and an iron object.  A 
hearth was phased later than Phase 4, and produced only two sherds of residual medieval pottery.  
No finds were collected from Phase 5.  One complete ?19th century brick was collected from a 
wall in Phase 6, and its footing trench produced small quantities of shell, animal bone and iron 
which could all be redeposited from earlier activity.  A surface belonging to Phase 6 or later 
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produced a few sherds of post-medieval pottery and some bone.  Walls and features in Phase 7 
produced most of the CBM from the site, those discarded in pits being slightly earlier (16th-17th 
century) than those collected from walls (L.17th-18th century).  A few fragments of pottery, 
bone and metalwork were also found in features of this phase.  Phase 8 finds consisted of two 
brick samples from walls which suggest 17th-18th and 18th-19th century dates.  Two animal 
skeletons — a pig and a dog — buried on the site were effectively unphased, although the pig 
was thought to belong between Phases 3 and 7, but both are most likely to be post-medieval. 
 
In terms of the pottery evidence, it would appear that the site saw its greatest domestic activity in 
the high medieval period.  Many of the structures on the site belong to the late and post-medieval 
periods however, and the reduced quantity of pottery simply reflects the presence of a building 
over most of the site at this period. 
 
There is nothing unusual in the assemblage at any period.  Local wares dominate the pottery, and 
the few imports of post-medieval date are common finds in the region.  In the medieval 
assemblage, the proportion of glazed wares is relatively low in comparison with other sites closer 
to the centre of town.  Whilst there may be some indication of higher status than the average 
rural site of the period, simply on the basis that glazed wares were present at all, there is nothing 
amongst the material they discarded to suggest that the people living at the medieval grange were 
particularly affluent. 
 
Discussion  
 
The earliest evidence of occupation on the site was a large pit containing Iron Age pottery, 
discovered during the first phase evaluation. Other work in the neighbouring fields has found 
further pits (BSE 199 unpublished) suggesting that there was an extensive but dispersed Iron 
Age settlement centred approximately 1.5km to the north of Eldohouse. No other Iron Age 
features were found during the open area excavations suggesting that the pit may be on the 
periphery of the settlement. 
 
The finds from the excavation would suggest that, after the Iron Age, the next phase of enduring 
occupation began in the early medieval period. The earliest stratigraphic features in each of the 
respective excavation areas were large ditches and part of a single interconnecting network of 
boundaries. The earliest find was a single sherd of 12th century pottery found at the base of the 
ditch but the remainder of the finds, which were few, related to the final backfilling and suggest 
that this occurred in the late 13th – early 14th century. The event of cutting the ditches is 
undateable and they may have been open for a long time prior to these dates. The excavation of 
such large ditches would have been a major undertaking and as such may represent important 
administrative land divisions. The layout of the ditches is loosely mirrored by the boundary lines 
between the parishes of St Mary’s, St James’ and Rougham, as shown on the OS map of 1880, 
and it possible that the ditches were the original physical expression of these. The position of 
parish boundaries in turn may have their origins in the borough limits that documentary sources 
suggest run through Eldohouse and were described in a Late Saxon charter of 945. 
 
12th century 
The finds would suggest that the medieval presence on the site began in the 12th century and 
there were two pits and areas of burning possibly associated with this phase. The structural 
evidence of buildings associated with this phase was, however, absent and the general lack of 
finds within the ditches also suggests that the level of habitation may have been low at this time. 
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13th-late 15th century 
A major change in the site appears to start at the late 13th/early 14th century with the infilling of 
the ditches and the construction of a large building. This is the earliest surviving building 
evidence and is based on both earth-fast posts and the remains of a dwarf wall that would have 
underpinned a sill-beamed timber-framed construction. The building was large, at least 6.5m 
wide by something in excess of 11m long. Although only a fragment of the ground plan survives 
it follows the form of a medieval open hall and as such was a high status building. Although the 
some of the ditches were infilled it seems that it was important to maintain the boundary through 
the stockyard and the ditch here was replaced with a well-built large stone wall. The enclosing of 
the yard with the stone wall seems to coincide with the construction of the open hall as both are 
directly linked with the infilling of the big ditches in the late 13th-early14th century. This apparent 
complete redevelopment and construction of a large and modish dwelling, perhaps implies a 
change in the standing of the site to one as the centre of an agricultural-based affluence and 
marks the start of an unbroken sequence of large houses built on the same spot. 
 
The infilling of the boundary ditches and the siting of a property precisely on the convergence of 
the borders of three parishes seems significant. The site could be seen to be in all three parishes, 
and as such a strategic spot for the administration of the surrounding lands, or not in any of them, 
rather like the Abbey itself which is ‘administratively’ beyond both of the town parishes. The 
siting of a high status building here suggests that it could be a seat from which this authority was 
administered. There is no positive physical evidence that this is the site of an Abbey Grange but 
the open hall suggests wealth and the quality and magnitude of the stone boundary walls’ is 
unusual in a rural setting, but exemplifies the work of the skilled monastic masons. The 
Holderness Barns on Eastgate Street in Bury St Edmunds was another Abbey Grange and is 
illustrated on Warren’s map of 1798. The buildings are shown arranged around a yard and built 
against the inside of what appears to be an enclosing wall, and this could be a comparator for the 
Eldohouse complex. The granges would have also stored large quantities of grain and stock 
raised on the Abbey’s directly farmed lands and would warrant the protection and status afforded 
by a large wall. The corn drier found during the evaluation, which also dates from this period, 
demonstrates that cereals were being processed on the site, drying grain to stop it germinating 
during storage. It is also noteworthy that when the Eldohouse stone wall was constructed the 
dissatisfaction of the townspeople with the Abbey, as their repressive and rapacious landlords, 
was heightening, most famously spilling over into riot in 1327, and it could be in this climate 
that the site’s boundaries were strengthened. 
 
In the finds assemblage from Eldohouse, whilst it may indicate a higher status than the average 
rural site of the period, there is nothing to suggest that persons of the affluence of the Sacrist 
were actually inhabiting the site. By the 16th century, the manor was certainly being leased to 
tenants, with a Thomas Goddard the occupant in 1531. So whilst the Sacrist may had derived 
revenue from the site, it would seem he probably preferred the comforts of his Abbey 
apartments. The Holderness Barns, the Grange of the ‘Cellerer’ (another high ranking and hugely 
influential Abbey official) also functioned as a chamber of his office, holding his courts for the 
adjudication of agricultural matters there, but there is no indication of Eldohouse having this 
status.  
 
By the mid-16th century, open halls were no longer being built and existing ones were modified 
with the addition of internal chimneys and inserted first floors. There is no evidence of an added 
chimney within the excavated area of the open hall but the cellar below the farmhouse included 
bricks of a late 15th early 16th century date. Although the bricks in the cellar were re-used it does 
demonstrate that there was a building on site during the 15th or early 16th century with a brick 
element in it, and the cellar bricks may have come from an added chimney when the open hall 
was demolished.  
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16th century  
The fireplace, 0106 was probably built after this date as part of a complete rebuilding of the 
southern end of the house rather than an addition to the existing open hall. It is slightly out of 
alignment with the projected walls of the open hall and is sited in the area of the service rooms, 
whereas inserted chimneys are normally found fitted into the cross-passage.  
 
The fireplace had been reduced to only its footings and there none of the fabric of the chimney 
remained. This would suggest that the excavation surface was well below the 16th century floor 
level and that truncation of the ground has occurred. The double hearth clearly shows that the 
chimney was serving rooms to both the north and south, but the reduction in the ground level 
seems to have removed any evidence of the building’s structure around and south of the 
fireplace. It does demonstrate however that the chimney’s foundations were deeper set than any 
other part of the house suggesting a timber framed construction. 
 
The fireplace aligns with parallel brick walls 0127 and 0163 and may be associated with them. 
The bricks date the walls to possibly as early as the 16th century making the two broadly 
contemporary. Interestingly the span between the wall is the same as the width of the earlier 
building. The repetition of this dimension may indicate that the timber frame from the previous 
structure, the roof and floor frames that span this space, were retained.   
 
The abrupt common ending of the two brick walls and the absence of a return wall suggest that 
they were added onto an existing building although there is nothing of it remaining. The wing, of 
which the walls were a part, was then retained when the adjoining range was later replaced and 
both 0163 and 0127 were lengthened to reattach them to the replacement joining range. The two 
postholes that divide the span between the walls, although associated, are unlikely to be part of 
the building, as earth fast posts as a building style were long outdated at this period. The posts 
probably are part of the accompanying temporary works either as scaffolding or, more likely, as 
props supporting the bridging beam of the first floor whilst the range to which 0127/0163 were 
originally abutted was being replaced. This practice of alternately replacing each half of the 
building seems to have continued into the building’s recent past. 
 
The width of the cellar parallels the width of the building between the two brick walls and the 
cellar and the rear range may be broadly contemporary. The earliest brick fabric within the cellar 
dates to 15th /16th century, but much of it is reused. The southwest corner of the cellar is formed 
exclusively from early bricks and they may have been built directly following the demolition of 
the previous phase.  
 
Assuming that the building extends over the cellar, it had a very a long narrow ground plan, built 
around a central chimney. The widening of the fireplace pier suggests a possible salt cupboard, 
putting the kitchen to the north of the chimney with cellared rooms beyond.  
 
During this phase the ‘stockyard’ was remodelled and the large barn at the western edge was 
built. This seems to be the start of the growth of what was to become a complex of multiple 
outbuildings within the yard. The boundary that was defined by the substantial medieval wall 
was abandoned and the ‘stockyard’ expanded. The wall was retained as part of a building but the 
defensive nature that was suggested by the layout of the enclosure during the medieval period 
seems to have gone. These changes could be broadly dated to the 16th century and possibly 
reflect the change of ownership when the site passed from the church after the Dissolution. The 
addition of extra outbuildings could indicate an increased emphasis on animal husbandry and a 
change to a greater balance of farming rather than what appears to have been cereal-led 
agriculture during the pre-Dissolution phase.  
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Conclusion 
 
The two excavation areas were very small within what was a large complex. The A4 site was 
effectively entirely below a succession of houses and whilst details of the building were well 
preserved, the range of features which are required to place the building within its contexts were 
not sited here. This is particularly true of features where rubbish was disposed of and because of 
this the finds assemblages were particularly low. The examination of this material, the detritus of 
their daily lives, potentially may have given an insight to the building’s occupants, but these 
features would have been situated away from the house and beyond the limits of the excavation 
areas. It is therefore disappointing that the development of the area east of the A4 site was started 
without observing the planning condition at the expense of potential occupation material and 
ancillary features that may have contributed to the understanding of the site. The deep 
excavations meant that there was a total loss of possible evidence over a large area close to the 
focus of the Eldohouse complex. Indications were, from the possible clay surface, that the 
medieval ground level here was intact and the existence of the corn-drier, found in the 
evaluation, shows the likelihood that the medieval activity extended into this area. 
 
The excavation, despite its limitations, has demonstrated that there was a large house on the site 
and its occupants, whilst not living an affluent life, were more than comfortable. Some of the 
building work demonstrates high levels of craftsmanship worthy of the church’s masons. All of 
which tends to support this as the site of an Abbey grange as implied by the documentary 
material.  
 
 
Summary of sequence of events 
 
1. Boundary ditches open, possibly part of a system originating in the late Saxon period 

marking the limits of the town borough. 
2. Occupation on the site from the 12th century, within the area bounded by the ditches. 
3. The ditches are filled in prior to the construction the open hall late 13th- early 14th century,  

stockyard ditch replaced with a large stone wall.  
4. Hall under-pinned with stone dwarf wall sometime after the 14th century. Probable brick 

chimney added during the 15th/16th century.  
5. Southern range replaced with one stood on dwarf walls 0127/0163.   
6. Open hall replaced and (?)enlarged with timber framed hall with internal chimneys during 

the mid-16th /C17th century. Southern range from the previous phase is retained and 
lengthened to suit. Building probably included the construction of the cellar using bricks 
from the open hall’s inserted chimney(?).   

7. In the 17th/18th century the rear range is replaced and enlarged with the construction of the 
building that appears in the photograph. The chimney from the previous building is retained 
but the hearth width is reduced. The large ditch on the western side of the stockyard is 
infilled and the first version of the large barn is constructed at the western end of the 
stockyard tying in with the Medieval stockyard wall, all of which are standing when Warren 
produced his map in 1747.  

8. The current front range of the farmhouse is built after 1747, replacing the south end of the 
earlier building. The new range is built over the existing cellar and the C17th/18th  N-S range 
is retained. The stockyard stonewall is knocked down and the yard boundary moved further 
north. 

9. The western end of the stockyard in filled with brick and flint outbuildings, the large barn is 
altered, limestone blocks from the demolished stockyard stone wall are re-used in the barn 
re-build. The stockyard is twice remodelled in the 19th century. The stockyard is further 
infilled with brick built pens and stables. These are recorded on the early edition OS maps. 
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10. In the mid-20th century the rear range (built in the 17th/18th century) is pulled down and 
replaced with the now demolished extension.  
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- - - - - - - - - - - -
Appendix 2 BSE131 Context list 

opno feat comp plan section identifier 

Trench 

finds description 

y Machined trench west of and adjacent farmhouse, see plan for 
location. 30cms topsoil removed down to orange clay subsoil. 
Contains contexts 0007, 0008, 0009, 0010. 

0002 Trench Y Machined trench running SW-NE, NE of the farmhouse. Trench 

-

abandoned after encountering w~ter pipeline. Flint wall found cutting 

___________________________ __:. ___________________ t_r:::~::~ li~_e_to_p_~~~--~elo~~~~~!L~~--H~-':1_~~_<:1~~-.P~!fr?_rll__s_~~i-~-------···· 

0003 Trench N Machined trench adjacent to and continuation of 0002. See plan for 
location.· Deep build up of soil 11 Ocm from present ground surface to 
subsoil, this depth is all clean loam. Top of wall 75cms below 
grasslirie. 

-
cuts 

---------------------------------·---------.. ·---------------------·--·--····-· ·------····-··-······----.----·--·-----·-··-··-··-----------·--,······-···-·------··-----------------·-···---------------··- ·······----------·-··-····--···-····--

0004 Trench N 

0005 Trench N 

0006 Trench N 

0007 0001 Pit y 

0008 0001 Feature N 

Machined trench running E-W across farmyard NW of farmhouse. Cut 
through farmyard surfaces and reposited topsoil. Flint footing 
amongst rubble of farmbuildings. 

·········································--· ................................ ,,,_, ___ ···························-········ 

Machine trench within back garden of Eldo Farm Cottage. 75cms of 
clean topsoil over undisturbed orange clay subsoil. Topsoil built up 
with redeposited soil. 

Machined trench N of 0004 farmyard building floor beneath 
redeposited topsoil. Ground beneath floor disturbed. Iron age pit 
cutting subsoil at trench centre. 

Large pit at south end of 0001, filled with brown loam with brick and 
mortar rubble. Two pewter buttons C18th (?)found, feature not 
excavated. 

Line of large loose flints densely packed but unbonded. These appear 

-------~---------- ---------------------- __ _!_?~~~~!_!~~o a ~~~~~~-~~~-rll_-~ide_~~~ (?t~e~~--~~~-~~_:___ ------------------------------

0009 0001 Feature N Feature filled with pale yellow chalky, clay. On the surface it 
appeared to be the corner of a geometric and have discreet edges. 
Excavation showed that this was an underlying stratae of the clay 
subsoil and a natural feature. 

----------- --------------------------------
0010 0001 Feature Y Feature caught in the trench edge at the north end. Clay fill with the 

surface burnt, some areas hard fired. 0005 is within the base of the 
topsoil with the bit observed not breaking the subsoil surface. 

··········----··-···-··-----·· ···-·-·--··-···--·····---··-·-·--·--··- ... ···········-·-·-···-··-·-·--·- ··········-----·--........... ·····-····· .................. ·························-··········-····--········-······-- ············--···-·-····-····-···- ········- ......... ····················-···-·· 

- - - - - - -I 
cutby over under smalljinds spotdate phase 



opno feat comp plan section identifier 

0011 0002 Wall 

0012 .0004 Wall 

0013 0006 Pit 

0014 0003 Pit 

0015 Trench 

0016 Trench 

0017 trench 

0018 Trench 

0019 Trench 

0020 Trench 

0021 Trench 

0022 Trench 

0023 0016 Wall 

0024 0022 Surface 

- - - - - -

finds description 

N Wall footing running E-W through trenches 0002 and 0003, built of 
m _ •• rr.'?.~~r bonded flint. Top of footing 50cm below surface. 

N 

y 

y 

Wall footing running E-W in trench 0004. Bottom 20cms built directly 
onto subsoil, of large flints. Second phase of construction extends the 
walls western end where small flints and dark sandier mortar used. 
Footings beneathbrick rubble and chalk surface. 

Large pit in trench 0006, filled with black charcoally sand, top 
destroyed by disturbance of soil profile. Contained lA pottery, animal 
bone and burnt 

Rubbish pit in trench 0003 contains C19th debris. 

N-S wall running at right angles to wall 0011. Constructed of large 
mortared flints. Mortar pale and sandy. 0023 overlies ditch 0025 in 
trench 0016. Wall appears in trenches 0016, 0019, 0020 and 
terminates at cutting later wall in trench 0020. 

Diagonal trench within stockyard. West of and adjacent to 0015. 

N-S trench within stockyard. West of 0016. 

N-S trench within stockyard. West of 0017. 

E-W trench along N edge of stockyard. 

E-W trench along N edge of stockyard. 

E-W trench outside N edge of stockyard. north of 0119. 

NW-SE trench within stockyard extends at right angles from 0016. 

N-S wall running at right angles to wall 0011. Constructed of large 
mortared flints. Mortar pale and sandy. 0023 overlies ditch 0025 in 
trench 0016. Wall appears in trenches 0016, 0019 and 0020 and 
terminates at cutting later wall in trench in 0020. 
····································································· ......... ·····-··- ···········-······ 

Possible surface, area of closely spaced small stones set into the 
natural clay adjacent to and west of 0023. 
········-···"······················-·············· ...... ·······-·--··········· ············-·-······ 

- - - - - - -

cuts cutby over under small finds spotdate phase 

- - - - - - - -· 



- - - - - -·- - - - - - -
opno feat comp plan section identifier fitids description 

,0025 0025 0015-

0026 0025 0015 

0027 0025 0018 

0028 0025 0017 

Ditch Large ditch running E-W across the stockyard and through into the 
kitchen garden. lt appears in trenches 0015-0018 and 0031. Ditch 
filled with a brown clayey silt. Wall 0023 overlies the ditch. 

·········--·-····-····-·--··· ·······················-··········--··· 

Section 

Section 

Section 

Section of ditch 0025 in trench 0015, photographed as 0002. No finds. 

Section of ditch 0025 in trench 0018, shows wall 0011 overlying the 
ditch. No finds. 

Section of ditch 0025 in trench 0017. Homogenous brown clayey silt, 
animal bones recovered but no pottery finds . 

- - - - - -
cuts cutby o1•er under smallfinds spotdate phase 

..................................................... ..... ....................... _ .................... -........... . .................... ················--···· ··························································--······-·········· .. ··················································································-····· 

0029 0025 0016 

0030 0031 

0031 

0032 

0033 

0034 

0035 0032. 

0036 0032 

0037 

0038 0031 

0039 0031 

Section Section of ditch in trench 0016. Homogenous brown clayey silt fill, 
animal bones including two dogs found. No pottery. 

······································-···-····- ...................... ···············--·-······ ············~·-·······-····-·~·······--... ···-·-····· .. . ....... ··············~· -- ..................... ~......... ..................... ................. ................................. .. ............................ - .... . 

Corn drier? 

Trench 

Trench 

Trench 

Trench 

Pit 

Pit 

Trench 

Pit 

Finds 

Clay structure within trench 0031. Rectangular, sheer sided channel 
cut into the subsoil and lined with yellow clay. Floor of the channel 
and lower parts of the sides reddened by exposure to (?) low intensity 
heat. Possible corndrier. Sample taken of fill. 

NW-SE trench cut diagonally across the orchard/kitchen garden area. 

N-S trench in orchard/kitchen garden area, across wall discovered in 
first phase evaluation . 

..................................... ............................................... ............................................................................................................................................... .............. ............................................. .. 

N-S trench N of stockyard. 

E-W trench paralleling and N of orchard/kitchen garden north 
boundary wall. 

Circular pit within trench 0032. Yellow clay fill, top 45cms excavated, 
finds included china and bottle glass C18th or later . 

................... ~.-.......... ~···~··- .. -..... ....... .. ... .. .. ....................................................................................... ........ ........................................ ............ ....................... .. ............................................... .. 

Large pit partly exposed in north end of trench 0032. Dark brown 
loam fill, brick, tile, glass and coal evident in upper fill. Post Victorian 
date, not excavated. 

Short trench parallel to and east of 0031, no features found. 

Small pit within trench 0031 filled with yellow clay similar to clay in 
structure .0030. Cuts south edge of ditch 0025. 

Finds from trench 0031, fragments of fired clay/daub possibly from 
structure 0030. 

- -



-

opno feat comp plan section identifier finds description cuts cutby over under small finds spotdate phase 

0040 

0049 

0050 0049 

Cellar 

NWall 

0040-0048- NO CONTEXTS GIVEN -finds from 0040 (u/s???) 

Brickwork forming majority of N wall. Red brick averaging 16cm long, 
10cm wide, 6cm deep. 1-2cm mortar between courses. 2 windows 
blocked by Tudor bricks standing on end (0066). Occasional Tudor 
bricks in west side. 

--------·------------------·--·---····----------·-·------------·--------------------------------······--------------·-----=.-----------------·------------------ --------------------------------- .. --------------·····--·-----·-··-------------------··--------------· 

0051 0050 0049 

0052 0049 

0053 0049 

0054 0049 

0055 0049 

0056 0049 

0057 0049 

0058 0049 

0059 0049 

0060 0049 

0061 0049 

0062 0049 

0063 0049 

Tile course 

Brickwork 

WWall 

WWall 

Modern Bric 

Brickwork 

Brickwork 

Brickwork 

Brickwork 

Mortar 

Flints 

Brickwork 

Brickwork 

Course of tiles in N wall, 15/16cm long, 1.5cm deep. 

Area of neat, even coursed, dark red brickwork at S end of W wall 
and W end of S wall. Tudor bricks. · 

Main part of W wall. Occasionally rough courses with scattered flints, 
areas of mortar and occasional tiles. Bricks approximately 22cm long, 
7/8cm deep, 10cm wide. 

Area·of modern brick repair/rebuild in W wall. 

Modern brickwork forming edge of ramp down to cellar. 

Same brickwork as seen in N wall (0050) 

Area of collapsed bricks with a layer of cement repair covering to 
keep in place. Possibly a chute into cellar which has been roughly 
bricked up 

Area of later infill, red brickwork approx 23 X 4cm 

MajoFity of wall. Red brick approx 23X4cm. Occasional tile approx 
20X2cm. 2 courses of brick go under 0058, above 0064 vaulting. 
Some reused tudor bricks. 

Area of sandy cream mortar, infill? 

Area of large flints embedded in sandy mortar 

Protusion of brickwork, 13cm in depth, red bricks approx 20x6cm 

Area of red brick, partially collapsed, bricks approx 23x5cm, some 
reused tudor bricks. ____ .. __ ......... _. ___________________________________________________________ ................ -····--········-·----·-····- ···-·············-·---···· ................................ _ ................................................................ - ..................................... - ......................... - ... . 

- - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - -

L.17-18 

PMed 

PMed 

18? 

17? 

- - - -



- - - - - -
opno feat comp plan section identifier 

0064 0049 Brickwork va 

0065 0049 E Wall 

0066 0049 Nwall 

0067 0049 Swall 

- - - - - - -
finds description 

3 bricks in S wall, set at an angle, evidence of vaulting which· can be 
seen in W wall by patches of cement and areas not covered in 
whitewash that indiacte supporting walls. 

··········································································-······ 

Largely demolished. Southern part survives and is partially made 
from reused tudor bricks. In section it can be seen that there is one 
line of brick, behind which is a mix of flint, brick and mortar in very 
rough courses. 

···············································-

lnfill of windows, Tudor bricks standing on end. 

Lower half of south wall. No coursing, comprised of large flints, tile, 1 
or 2 pieces of other stonework, red brick and some tudor bricks. 
Roughly mortared. 

- - - - - -
cuts cutby over under smallfinds spotdate phase 

17? 

17? 

-------------·-------------------------·-··-··-----------··---·----·---------------~----------·-···--------------------------------·--····-----------····-····--···- '···-··-··----------------------------·-----------········----- ········-·--··-··--··-------------. -

0068 0068-0100 NO NUMBERS ISSUED. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---·---------------------·------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------

0101 y 

0102 0102 0102 . 1 Ditch cut 

0103 0104 0102 Ditch fill y 

0104 0104 0102 Section· 

0105 0104 Soillayer Y 

0106 0106 Fireplace 

Unstratified finds. 

N-S ditch along the west edge of the site. Wide flat bottomed V 
shaped cut. 

Mid browri silty clay with band of orangey clay. 

Section of ditch 0102 in NW corner of site. 

Horizon of occupation soil to the east of 0104. 

Back to back fireplace? Clay and flint packed footing, H shape in 
plan. Footing made of layers of densely packed, medium rounded 
·flints in yellow clay, no burning. Evidence of rebuild in brick 0110 . 

.. .. .. .. . ......... .. ........... .............. ············~·-··· •••······•····· ·········-·····- ·········-····-······-··-·-····-·~···--···~ ···························-·········· .................. ···································································-·················································· ............................................... ····-···· ..... ,.,_,, .. .. 

0107 0107 

0108 0107 

0109 0109 

0110 0106 0106 

0111 0110 0106 

Slot cut 

Slot fill 

Animal skele 

Structure 

Layer 

Narrow linear slot running N-S near E edge of site. · 

Mid yellow/brown clay with frequent chalk flecks. 

Revealed during machining, partly disarticulated in a shallow.pit. 

Base of a brick pier forming side of a fireplace, probably rebuild of 
0106, tied into rear of 0106. · 

Layer of clay associated with 0110. Vestiges of charcoal over clay 
and reddening of subsoil within the area of 0110. 

--------------------

0109 

12-13 2 

13-14 2 

4 

0102 

PMed 7 

7 

- -



-

opno feat comp plan section identifier finds description 

0112 0112 Hearth? y 

0113 0102 Ditch cut 

0114 0113 0.102 Ditch fill 

0115 0115 Clay floor 

0116 0102 Ditch fill/lay Y 

0117 0102 Qitch fill/lay Y 

0118 0118 Hearth 

0119 0119 Layer 

0120 0120 Wall 

0121 0121 Layer/fill 

0122 0122 Layer 

0123 0123 Pit 

0124 0123 Pit fill 

- - - - -

Area of burning: fired clay+ charcoal. Possible hearth? Squarish 
shape. Overlies ditch 0102. Relationship with 0115 unclear possibly 
later. 

Section of ditch 0102 

Dense mid brown silty clay. Scattered flints and chalk flecks and 
small patches of mid orange 

Spread of compacted yellow clay, Part of the early phase building, 
and covers posthole alignment and bound by wall 0127. 0115 seals 
the first phase of the central open hearth 0118 and contemporary with 
thE;l second phase. The extent of the clay goes beyond the supposed 
eastern wall line and the full extent was truncated by the machining. 
Relationship with 0112 unclear either buts against 0112 or below 
interface of the two obscurred by slot 0107 

""""-"""" • ••••••••""••••••••••••-•m••••• •••••• """"""""••••-•••••••• 

Brown loam under burning 0112. May be top fill of 0102 

Same as 0116, except on S side of baulk 

Oval feature cut into the subsoil. Surface of subsoil around outer 
edges of the cut is burnt dark red with charcoal overlying. Cut filled 
with clear unburnt yellow clay which overlies charcoal. Ash and burnt 
clay above this. Possible small stakeholes fringing feature. Lower 
burnt layer sealed below 0115 

Soil horizon - a 20cm deep homogenous brown clay loam excavated 
from SE corner of site, East of wall 0120. A buried topsoil layer? 

Post Medieval wall running N-S across the E side of the site. Original 
garden boundary wall. 

Layer mid brown homogenous clay loam immediately E of 0120. Top 
fill of unidentified feature. ·· 

Brown loam similar to 0119. E of 0120. Finds from surface cleaning 
of this layer. Buried topsoil layer includes top of 0102 & 0105 

Circular pit, post med infilling. 

- - - - - - ... 

cuts cutby over under smallfinds spotdate phase 

0107 13-14? post 4 

2 

L.13-E.1 4 

0112 15-16 3 

0112 15-16 3 

3 

L.17-18 

8 

13-14? 

L.13-M.1 

7 

L 17-18? 7 

- - - - - - - -



- -'- - - - - - - - - - -·-
opno feat comp plan section identifier · finds descriptio11 cuts 

0125 0125 Pit 

0126 0125 Pit fill 

0127 0127 Wall 

Large circular pit. 

Wall running N-S along E edge of building. Made from Tudor bricks, 
upto 5 courses remain at N end, 1 at S. Facing and mortar on inner 

········•···•••········••··•·• m• - - •m•m•- ---- -- face ro~~~· ?~t~~!a.~:?_:ttE!rfin.i~~~?: .................... - ......................... ···························································-

0128 0127 

0129 0129 

0130 0130 0106 

0131 0130 0106 

0132 0132 0106 

0133 0132 0106 . 

0134 0134 

0135 0135 

0136 0136 

0137 0137 

0138 0138 

0139 0139 

0140 0140 

0141 0141 

0142 0142 

Footing tren 

Layer 

Fireplace se 

Fireplace 

Fireplace se 

Filled with a pale brown chalk/clay rubble with brick and tile fragments. 

Dressed limestone blocks. Laid flat on subsoil adjacent to footing 
trench 0128. Edge of trench coincides with these blocks. lnfill of 
trench continues to top of stones. Clay floor butts against 0129. 

Section of fireplace footing. Vertical cut, flat base. 

Fill of section. Dense flint rubble (5-15cm long) set in bands of dark 
orange brown clay and mid yellow/brown gritty clay. 

Section of fireplace, vertical sides. 

Fireplace se Fill of section. Mid yellow brown sandy clay and chalk flecks around 
dense flint rubble (5-10cm long) 

.......................................................................... - ..... 

Posthole Circular posthole, sloping sides, concave base. Mid 
green/yellow/brown chalk flecks and small flints fill. 

Posthole Small square posthole. Mid yellow/brown clay fill with chalk flecks. 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

- - - - - - -
cutby over under smallfinds ~potdate phase 

16-17 7 

16-17 7 

19? 6 

6 

17-18 3 

5 

5 

5 

5 

3 

0115 13-14 

0115 

0115 

0115 3 

0115. 

0115 3 

0115 



-

opno feat comp plan section identifier finds description cuts 

0143 0143 

0144 0144 

0145 0145 

0146 0146 

0147 0147 

0148 0148 

0149 0149 

0150 0150 

0151 0151 

0152 0152 3 

0153 0153 

0154 0154 

0155 0155 

0156 0156 

0157 0157 

0158 0158 

0159 0159 

0160 0160 

0161 0161 

- - - -

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 

Posthole See plan and section sheets 0165 

Posthole Deep posthole. Filled with mid brown silt/clay with mixed clay 0118 

Posthole 

Posthole 

Posthole 

Posthole 

Pit 

Pit 

Pit 

Posthole 

inclusions, contrasts with pale clay packed postholes over rest of site. 
··················------············ ·····················································-··············-········-···· ···········-·········· 

Shallow square posthole, flat bottom. Yellow/brown clay and chalk fill. 
Just W of N-S wall on E edge of site 

Small rounded posthole with identical fill to, and just south of, 0153. 

Rounded posthole, one of a pair. Same fill as 0152. Next to 0156. 

Rounded posthole. Yellow/brown clay, chalk and muddy brown silt fill, 
next to 0155. 

Rounded pit on N edge of site. Cut by modern concrete pipe. Filled 
with densely packed large flints. 

Broad shallow pit. filed with mid brown silt/clay. Upper fill has some 
brick, remainder of floor surface and SF 1002 

Circular pit, filled with mixed loose yellow clay and brown clay/silt. . 

Small posthole. Brown silt fill with yellow clay across surface. 

Pit/posthole Small pit/posthole adjacent to 0140. Mixed clay and silt infill similar to 
0159 

- - - - - - - - -

cutby over under smallfinds spotdate phase 

0115 

0115 3 

0115 3 

0115 

0115 3 

0115 

0115 

0115 

0115 3 

6 

6 

1001 PMed 

4 

1002 PMed 

- - - - - - -



- - - -
opno feat comp plan section identifier 

0162 0162 Posthole 

- - -- - - -
finds description 

Deep posthole packed with solid yellow clay. Cuts a spread of burnt 
clay and charcoal and could be seen before 0115 was removed. 

0163 0163 Wall Wall forming E edge of building, bricks 23x5x12cm. 4 courses high of 
secondhand bricks, some sooted with charcoal. Roughly built, some 
vertical joints in courses aligned. 

''''''••••' •••••••••••••••• ,,,,,,,,_., .. ,,,,,,,,,_, •••••••-•••--- .... .,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,_,,.,, .. ,, .. ,_ •••• ''''''''•••••••• ,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,, ._,_., _____ ••••-•••-••-•''"' • •••• •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••- •••••••••••••••••• ,,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,, 

0164 0164 Surface 

0165 0165 0165 pit 

0200 0001 Unstratified f 

0201 0012 Wall 

n 

Cobbled surface 'outside' 0127. Made from densely packed medium 
and small flints over a gravel layer. Below 0127 (but above its footing 
trench)and a layer of crushed chalk. 

Very large (?)oval pit adjacent to the western edge of ditch 0102 
where.sectioned by 0113. Single homogenous fill of pale-mid brown 
silty clay with occaisional flecks of charcoal throughout and an 
horizon of oyster shells close. to the bottom of the pit. The pit was not 
visible in plan and only identified during the excavation of the 
neighbouring ditch. J'he pit is cut by postholes 0162, 0151 and sealed 
by a layer of burning and floor surface 0115, 

From A2 building area. 

Same as wall 0012. Flint and white coarse mortar structure which 
underlies chalk 0202. Made of large to medium flints (120-250mm) 
set. in horizontal courses in a creamy white lime mortar. Overlies ditch 
but no sign of footing trench cut into either ditch fill or layer 0203. Cut 
by modern pipe trench in evaluation area, other modern disturbances 
cut it further west. No bricks or limestone blocks, flints evenly laid and 
unknapped, probably not reused. Near end of 0212 there is a 
possible buttress of same fabric, cut by 0214. Elevation drawn near 
0228 section, deepish footing, no sign of trench cut 

-·- - - - -
cuts cutby over under smalljinds spotdate phase 

0165 3 

6 

17-18 6+ 

0151 0115 

0025 0203 3 

·····--··--··-·-···-········-- ······-········-··--········-·-·---·····- ························-····-······-·-·· ··············································- ········-·····-·······-········-····-···-·...... .. . ..... ················-······.. . ......................................................................... ······· ......... ··-· ....................... ..................... ... . ................................................ . 

0202 0202 Surface 

0203 0203 Surface 

0204 0025 0025 Ditch fill 

0205 0205 Ditch 

Chalk surface which overlies surface 0203. Runs over wall 
0201/0012. C19th yard? 

.................................................................. -........... _ ......... ···················-····""""'""" .. 

y 

Cobbled layer, orange brown S/L with irregular shaped stones and 
flints. Underlies 0202 and seems to run up to 0201 but no sign of a 
cut so probably later, a PM deposit? 

Fin~s from cleaning top of ditch around section 0211. 

Large N-S ditch running along west edge of site. 

0203. 

0202 

13-14 2 

- -



opno feat comp plan section identifier 

0206 0205 Ditch fill 

0207 0205 Ditch fill 

0208 0207 0205 Animal skele 

0209 0025 0025 Ditch fill 

0210 0025 0025. Ditch fill 

0211 0025 0025 Ditch sectio 

0212 0212 Wall 

0213 0212 Brickwork 

0214 0214 Pipe 

0215 0215 Wall 

0216 0215 Wall 

0217 0215 Wall 

- - - - - -

finds description cuts cutby over under smalljinds spotdate phase 

Upper fill of 0205, brick and flint rubble/chalk concentrated in a matrix 
of brown clayey silt. 

0207 3-7 

·····························-· ··········-·····------··--·········-· ····--········-··--·--·-········ ...... ··········-·-·········· 

y 

Layerwithin 0205 0206 3-7 
--- ----------------·-··-··-----·------···-··-·----~----·-··---····-····--·-·~ ····------------··---------------------·-··-··------------···-·· ·····---·-··-··----···----··---------·--··· 

Articulated animal skeleton lying along the west edge of ditch 0205. 
Lying on its side, spine against the ditch edge, legs towards the ditch 
middle, head to N within layer 0207. 

Even brown loam with occasional large flints, fill of ditch 0025, fills N 
side of ditch. 

Orange brown smooth loam on S side of 0025, occassionallarge 
flints, but fewer than in 0209. 

Excavated section of ditch 0025 at E edge of site. 

NE-SW aligned wall. Mainly flints (100-150mm) set in a creamy lime 
mortar, similar to 0201 but sandier. Cut at NE end by 0214 and 
finished with red brick turns into a brick wall to SW. 

Repairwork to wall? At NE end. 

Modernish pipe trench, cuts 02121eading to repairwork 0213? 

N-S aligned wall footing along centre line of barn (probably the 
original real side of barn with a lean to added on E side). Mortar is a 
very hard yellow sand with brick rubble. In places there is shuttered 
concrete on inside - possibly more than one wall line. Large reused 
limestone blocks in upper fabric, some brick rubble in places 

Section_of 0215 N of junction with 0217, 0218, 0219. This part has 
large moulded limestone blocks with a bonded brick rubble footing 
which is very loose with large voids. Contained in a trench cut 5-10cm 
wider than wall on each side and extending 38cm below base. The 
limestone blocks are bonded and sit on mortar but appear to be the 
bottom course, some large flints also. Cut by drain near junction with 
0217. A C19th barn wall? 

0210 

0201,0212 

PMed 3-7 

2 

0209 2 

7a 

18? 7b 

8 

8 

E-W wall, probably part of same build as 0215. Footing is hard mortar 8 
and stones, same as E side of 0216 + 0218. Made of large limestone 
blocks, one in particular at junction. C19th barn wall 

----------------··-----·----·---------·-----·----·-··---------··-----··-· ················--·-········------------·- ····---------------------------------------·······--·-···-···-------···-····-······ -··--·- ....... ············-------·······---------·····--·-·-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



- - - - - -
opno feat comp plan section identifier 

0218 0215 Wall 

- - - - - - -
finds description 

Send of 0215. Limestone blocks at base like 0216 but in a shuttered 
concrete footing on its W side. The E side is an irregular footing on a 
slightly different alignment but still consists of hard bonded stones 
like 0216 & 0217. Concrete on W side is 20cm wide and attached to 
the entire surviving height of the wall. C19th barn wall. 

-
cuts 

0219 0219 Wall Y Red brick wall cut by 0215, under 0220. No footing to speak of, loam 0221? 
slightly more gravelly under wall, but basically sits directly on ditch fill. 

0220 0220 

0221 0221 

0222 0222 

0223 0223 

0224 0224 

0225 0225 

Soft white lime mortar. Bricks sandy, soft red clay, 20x5.5x1 0.2, 
sample kept. Different alignment to barn. 1791 or earlier wall? 

········································-··········-····-····- ········-·-······-····-··-····- .. ···············································-················-···············-······················································ ... ··········································-······ 

Wall 

Wall 

Wall footing Y 

Concrete footing overlying 0219 but on slightly different alignment. 
Shallow, sits over chalk spread -probably same as 0203. (Very like 
the lean to footing seen during machining a few metres E of 0215). 
C19th barn wall, later partition? 

Pure flint, chalk and mortar wall under 0220 and looks to be cut by 
0219. Overlies ditch 0205. Cream yellow fairly fine sandy lime mortar. 
Coursed fabric base, contamination of large flints and chalk lumps 
(up to 25cm). 3 courses surviving, the upper 2 of slightly smaller flints 
(up to 20cm) and fewer chalk lumps. On W side there are faint 
impressions of shuttering - presence of voids reinforces this. Base 
course is dry - no mortar, 2 courses above are mortared 

Very shallow wall footing. Very narrow immediately S of 0217. White 
mortar and peg tiles, sample kept. 

··································--····· ........................ _,.,, .....•.•.•.•.•.•.. - .......................................................... ,_,_ ··············································-··--······ 

Wall section 

Wall y 

Wall 

Same as 0217 but N-S aligned. Same build as 0217, brick on corner, 
limestone, clunch and flint in fabric. 

E-W wall on slight diagonal alignment to 0215. Only the very base 
survives - a coarse white lime mortar with crushed flints and medium 
flints (up to 150mm). Cut at both ends, both of which have brick 
(sample taken). No footing trench to be seen. Walll 0225 starts after 
E cut end of 0224. Bricks are all broken rubble incorporated at wend, 
different types suggets0224 is earlier than 0225. 

Wall on almost the same alignment as 0224 but different fabric and 
size. Alignment slightly more E-W. Starts 20cm E of cut end of 0224. 
Fabric is a creamy lime mortar with crushed flints with regular 
coursed flints (up to 30cm across). Very similar in appearance to 
0201. Cut by modern pit. Past the modern cut the mortar is slightly 
yellower and more sandy. Only base course survives, sits on clay 
subsoil - no footing trench. 

- - - - - - -
cutby over under smallfinds spotdate phase 

0215 0205 0220 L17-18? 7a 

0219 

0205 17+ 7a 

PMed 7b 

8 

PMed 7a 

7b 



-

opno feat comp plan seCtion identifier 

0226 0226 Wall 

0227 0215 Wall 

0228 0204 0204 Ditch sectio 

0229 0229 Wall 

finds description 

E-W wall S of 0225. Built of a combination of flints and yellow bricks. 
Where it meets 0215 & 0227 there are red bricks. Yellow grey mortar 
(alr.nost cement). Manhole set against it (but later than 0226). 
Stepped flint and mortar footing. Occasional large flints up to 
(350mm). Same build as 0215? Although brick corner may suggest a 
rebuild to keep either 0226, 0227 or 0215 in- this same feature is 
seen at junction and may be contemporary with construction. 

S end of wall of 0215. Contains layer of moulded limestone blocks 
with yellow sandy hard strong mortar footing. 

Section of ditch 0204 dug alongside later posthole. Here the ditch is 
clearly cut by wall 0207 with the footing of the filling a narrow cut 
trench. Ditch filled with a homogenous mid brown clayey silt flecked 
with charcoal and occasional burnt clay. 

Part of wall cut by E edge of site. N-S aligned. Made up of a yellow 
mortar with chalk inclusions, medium flints (up to 200mm) and 
limestone blocks. Cut to S brick structure, leaves site to N. 

··••·•·········•·•·················••····················•········· 

0230 0230 0215 Limestone bl . Limestone blocks reused in wall 0215 (0216, 0218 ,0227). Generally 
not allocatable to a particular length as dislodged by machine (blocks 
survive in wall 5cm below demolition surface). All moulded pieces 
removed to office for cleaning and photographing. Presumably 
reused from earlier building in footings of C19th barn. 

0231 0231 Wall 

0232 0204, Ditch sectio 

0240 . Ditch cut 

0241 0240 Ditch fill 

y N-S wall, different alignment to barn. Constructed of flints with 
occasional bricks. Yellow sandy mortar, similar to 0229 Cuts 0201 
and cut by 0215. Finds come from within fabric of wall. Brick at 
regular intervals c.70cm. 

Excavated section at junction between 0204 and 0025. Shows 0205 
cutting 0025. 

-····--·--·-··········--·-··········· 

Cut of possible ditch visible in south facing section of northern 
foundation trench (section 4). Not visible in either plan or north facing 
section. Badly disturbed by modern intrusions. Unclear if 
archaeological. Possibly the same as [0205]. Machine excavated 
before arrived on site. Monitoring 28th to 30th May 2002 

......... ·······················-·······->"········ ·······-·- ·················-··-··········· . . ........ ,_,,,...... ········-········· 

Fill of ditch [0240]. Dark brown clay/sand with occasional flint and 
chalk. No finds. Monitoring 28th to 30th May 2002 

cuts cutby over under smallfinds spotdate pltase 

18-19 8 

17-18 8 

2 

7a 

8 

0201 0215 17-18 7? 

----------·-··----------------------·----···-··----------------····---···--·--------------------------··-··-··-·-··---····--·-··-··· ----·····-···------········-····-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



- - - - - -
opno feat comp plan section identifier 

0242 0245 Ditch? Fill 

- - - - - - -
finds description 

Dark brown silty sand with very occasional flint. Possibly upper fill of 
[0245] though difficult to tell as cut is not visible at this height (section 
8). Some root disturbance. No finds. Monitoring 28th to 30th May 
2002 

0243 0245 Ditch? Fill Light/mid brown silty sand. Fill of [0245] (section 8}. Directly under 
(0242) .. No finds. Also visible further west in foundation trenches but 
unable to record due to possible collapse. Monitoring 28th to 30th 

- - - - - -
cuts cut by over under small finds spotdate phase 

May 2002 ______________________________________________ _ 
------------------------··--·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0244 0245 Ditch? Fill 

0245 Ditch? Cut 

Possible lower fill of [0245]. Mid orange clay/sand. No finds. Drawn in 
section 8. Monitorin~~8th to 30thM~~~O?~ .. 

Possible cut of large pitor hollow. Extent and shape unknown. Only a 
small portion visible in section. Visible on south facing section of 
southern '(W-E) foundation trench (section 8). Not very visible on 
north facing section. The cut itself is not very clear but appears to be 
filled (0243} and (0244) and possibly (0242). Monitoring 28th to 
30th 2002 

- -



- ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Appendix 3.1: finds quantities 

OPNo Pottery CBM Fired Clay Animal bone Oyster shell Glass Iron Miscellaneous Spotdate 
No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g 

0040 9 0.095 13-14 

0050 1.494 L.17-18 

0051 2 0.710 PMed 

0052 1 2.380 PMed 

0053 1 1.731 18? 

0059 1 2.360 17? 

0065 1 2.390 17? 

0066 1 2.360 17? 

0103 2 0.042 1 0.012 8 0.052 12-13 

0105 13 0.161 2 0.005 5 0.043 1 flint (0.0 17), 1 charcoal. 13-14 

0109 120 0.097 

0110 1 1.488 PMed 

0112 2 0.030 13-14? 

0115 2 0.018 1 0.002 1 0.001 1 0.001 L.13-E.14+ 

0116 31 0.388 30 0.651 10 0.100 4 0.040 1 0.001 3 0.033 15-16 

0117 30 0.252 17 0.465 19 0.159 29 0.181 15-16 

0119 4 0.079 9 1.020 1 0.026 L.17-18 

0121 17 0.195 -13-14? 

0122 23 0.518 1 0.011 L.13-M.14 

0124 13 9.097 1 0.003 1 0.002 L17-18? 

0125 1 0.128 16-17 

0126 10 0.512 4 0.383 18 0.456 2 0.532 1 Ae (0.088) 16-17 

0127 2.870 19? 

0128 2 0.102 10 0.093 2 0.024 1 whelk (0.032) 

0129 5 0.052 2 0.353 17-18 

1 



OPNo Pottery CBM Fired Clay Animal bone Oyster shell Glass Iron Miscellaneous Spotdate 

No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g 

0136 0.007 13-14 

0156 ~.314 Fe SF 1001 PMed 

0158 1 0.143 Fe SF 1002 PMed 

0164 7 0.081 6 0.026 17-18 

0204 0.050 3 0.006 1 0.004 13-14 

0208 2 0.131 298 2.694 AB pig skeleton PMed 

0209 3 0.015 

0213 3.255 18? 

0219 11 5.680 L17-18? 

0221 . 1 0.189 17+ 

0222 2 2.524 PMed 

0224 4 1.313 PMed 

0226 1 2.220 18-19 

0227 1 3.010 17-18 

0231 2 0.042 2.880 17-18 

A2 2 5.690 19+ 

Total 160 2.650 111 56.644 2 0.014 492 3.742 50 0.372 2 0.003 10 1.047 

2 - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



I 
I 

Appendix 3.2: pottery 
Ctxt Fabric FabNo. No. Wt/g Abr. Notes Spotdate Type date 

I 
0040 BSW 3.30 2 6 L.12th-14th 

BMCW 3.33 6 78 Incl. square ?bowl rim, 360 diam, 5%. Some 13-14 L.12th-14th 
sooted. 

I 
HFWl 4.23 11 APSV, SLLB, OG. M.l2th-M.l 

0103 BCSW 3.32 34 Jar rim, 260 diam, 5%. 12-13 L.l2th-14th 

BMCW 3.33 8 Sooted. L.l2th-14th 

I 0105 BSFW 3.31 2 12 L.l2th-14th 

BMCW 3.33 9 117 Most sooted, 1 burnt food residue int. L.12th-14th 

I 
GRIM 4.10 2 32 Base and body, patchy GG. L.12th-14th 

0112 BSFW 3.31 1 ' 21 L.l2th-14th 

BMCW 3.33 9 ?Jug rim, 150 diam, 8%, worn int. on rim edge. 13-14? L.l2th-14th 

I 0115 BMCW 3.33 1 17 Sooted. L.l2th-14th 

MGW 4.22 1 GG ext, thin walled, sim to BFSW. Poss LMT. L.13th-E.l4 

I 0116 BSFW 3.31 13 112 1 sooted base, c.6 vessels.· L.l2th-14th 

BMCW 3.33 3 14 1 sooted. L.l2th-14th 

MGCW 3.46 4 190 Redware jar with ATSV and patches of thin clear 14+ 13th-14th c. 

I glaze. Essex rim type H3. 

GRIM 4.10 8 GG. L.l2th-14th 

MGW 4.22 5 20 1-2 vessels, white slip dec (stripes on one, spots on L.13th-E.l4 

I other- glazed). 

LMT 5.10 3 24 2 vessels, unglazed. 15th-L.l6th 

LMT 5.10 2 20 Thin patchy clear glaze int., fully oxid. May be 15th-L.l6th 

I something else. 

0117 BSFW 3.31 5 25 2 vessels. L.l2th-14th 

I 
BMCW 3.33 6 31 All 1 handle, poorly fired, wide strap. L.l2th-14th . 

LMT 5.10 3 54 2 base, 1 body, spots GG. Base has slight 15th-L.l6th 
footring? - unusual form. 

I 
LMT 5.10 16 142 Or BFSW? Thick-walled, unglazed, 2+ vessels. 15th-L.16th 

0119 BMCW 3.33 3 32 2 sooted. L.12th-14th 

SPEC 6.15 1 ·47 Base. L.17th-18th 

I 0121 BSFW 3.31 8 42 1 vessel. L.12th-14th 

BMCW 3.33 8 148 Incl. 1 base, 2 rims~ jars 230 diam, 7%, and 190 L.12th-14th 

I 
diam, 10% (same in 0122). 

BMCWG 3.34 5 L.12th-14th 

0122 MCW 3.20 1 100 Jar rim, 340 diam, 10%, Essex type H3, ATSV, L.13-M.l L.12th-14th 

I stabbed comb marks diagonally around shoulder. 

BSFW 3.31 29 Base,'pale buff. L.12th-14th 

BSFW 3.31 11 224 1 jar- same in 0121, 200 diam, 26%. Sooted. L.l3-M.l L.12th-14th 

I Essex rim type H3. 

BCSW 3.32 1 25 Base. L.l2th-14th 

BMCW 3.33 9 140 Incl. 1 jar rim 190 diam, 9% (same in 0121), other L.l2th-14th 

I sherds same in 0121. 

0125 GSW4 7.14 128 Jug handle/rim/body. Tiger ware, but fabric more 16th-17th c. 
like Raeren. 60 diam, 36%. 

I 0126 BMCW 3.33 2 41 + Jar rim, developed form like LMT, 220 diam, 5%, L.12th-14th 
and base, 

I 
LMT 5.10 4 337 Sagging base, sparse clear glaze. 15th-L.16th 

I 

I 



....... ,_, ___ 

I 
Ctxt Fabric FabNo. No. Wt/g Abr. Notes 

0126 GRE 6.12 3 102 2 = I base, OG int. 1 ?jar rim OG int on rim only, 
180 diarn, 12%. 

Spotdate Type date 

16th-18th c. I 
GSW3 7.13 32 Jug rim, BG, 60 diarn, 36%. 

0129 GRE 6.12 4 49 Poss 1 globular vessel with flat base, speckled BG 

L.14th-E.l6 

I 16th-18th c. 
on extbase. 

SPEC 6.15 3 Rilled. 

0136 GRIM 4.10 1 7 GG ?ann from face jug. FNI. 

L.17th-18th I L.12th-14th 

0164 IGBW 6.11 2 30 1 base, 1 body with part of ?handle. 

GRE 6.12 3 28 + 2 rims -jar 160 diam, 5%; bowl not measurable. 
16th-18th c. I 16th-18th c. 

GSW3 7.13 12 orBEAS? L.14th-E.l6 

GSW4 7.14 1 11 

0204 BSFW 3.31 1 50 Wide strap handle. 

16th-17th c. I 
L.12th-14th 

0231 IGBW 6.11 2 42 ?Jar rim, 190 diarn, 20%. 

Total 160 2650 

16th-18th c. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

2 

I 



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A~~endix 3.3: Ceramic Building Material 
Ctxt Fabr Form No Wt/g Width Length Thick Mortar Abr Peg shape Notes Date Kept 

0050 LB 1494 108 55 type 1 1 painted stretcher face L.l7-18 Yes 

0051 2 RT 339 type2 1XR paint on one edge Yes 

2 RT 371 162 type 1 paint on one edge Yes 

0052 2 LB 2380 233 48 plastered/painted on 1 stretcher face No 

0053 LB 1731 113 66 type 1 and 2 type 1 all over except break, type 2 on break 18? Yes 

0059 2 LB 2360 110 230 47 type 1 1 corner with concave cut-off, paint/plaster on one header and 1 stretcher 17? Yes 

0065 2 LB 2390 110 229 47 type I thick white paint on I str.etcher 17? No 

0066 2 LB 2360 111 234 46 type 1 whitewash on I wide surface 17? No 

ono 3 LB 1488 102" 60 type 2 mortar on all sides except break No 

0116 4 RT 30 651 3XR sample kept Yes 

0117 3 LB 2 17 I burnt No 

4 RT 14 422 No 

5 RT 26 Yes 

0119 2 RT 7 409 2XR No 

5 RT 18 + No 

6 LB 593 130 45 Yes 

0124 6a LB 612 60 Yes 

LB 1271 106 58 type 2 burnt header L.17-18 No 

LB 1301 108 58 type 2 .burnt edge L.17-18 No 

LB 591 58 soot/charcoal on broken edge L.l7-18 ·No 

3 LB 1366 108 57 type 2 L.l7-18 No 

3 LB 1636 106 56 type2 L.l7-18 No 

7 FB 351 55 worn surface Yes 

7 FB 569 bumt/sooted No 

2 PAN? 2 144 1 tile, burnt No 

3 LB 3 1256 106 55 1 brick? L.l7-18 No 

0126 2 RT 4 383 3XR No 

012-7 3 LB 2870 113 237 58 type2 19? No 



Ctxt Fabr Form No Wt/gWidth Length Thick Mortar Abr Peg shape Notes Date Kept 

0129 2 RT 332 type 1 No 

LB 21 sooted No 

0208 4 RT 2 131 No 

0213 LB 3255 112 232 65 type 1 18? Yes 

0219 LB 11 5680 108 223 57 type 1 frags of 2+ bricks with thick mortar on 1 swface, containing large flint pebbles - L.17-18 Yes 
I piece kept 

0221 2 PAN 189 type 2 on breaks nib bed No 

0222 2 RT 900 type 3 - thick No 

2 RT 1624 171 13 type 3 - thick No 

0224 LB 3 782 type 3 No 

3 LB 531 type 3 incl. on breaks No 

0226 7 FB 2220 217 53 type 1 all over rubbed stretcher No 

0227 LB 3010 109 229 62 type 1 17-18 No 

0231 3 LB 2880 110 220 60 type 3 17-18 No 

A2 LB 2990 107 235 66 type 3 frog with stamp - RUSHBROOKE 19+ .Yes 

LB 2700 109 228 64 frog with stamp - RUSHBROOKE 19+ No 

Grand Total 111 56644 

2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -





I 
OP Taxa Element No NISP Wt/g Part Maturity Notes 

0126 LM rib 10 frag X I LM mandible 14 ramus frag X chopped 

LM vertebra 4 4 117 body and process frags F 1 chopped, 1 with gnaw marks 

LM long bone 3 57 shaft frags X gnaw marks I s mandible 66 front half of left side X 

0128 B astragalus 88 whole F I 0/C tibia 14 distal half F chopped 

0164 LM long bone 2 11 shaft frags X 

LM skull 4 cranium frag X I s teeth 3 3 11 2 incisors, 1 canine X 

0204 AA humerus 5 nr whole- proximal end F 

I damaged 

AA radius 2 2 I I nr whole, I shaft X 

0208 LM scapula 18 b Jade frag X 

s calcaneum 2 2 27 nr whole- proximal epiphyses u I missing 

s mise 33 4 5 mise frags that appear to be X 
the same pig skeleton 

I s fibula 3 2 7 proximal end, 1 nr whole u 
s scapula 8 2 85 I nr whole, 1 glenoid cavity G 

and blade frags 

I s vertebra 70 474 bodies, processes and u 
epiphyseal plates 

s phal3 2 2 3 whole F 

s phal2 5 5 15 wholt; F I s phall 12 9 40 some proximal epiphyses u 
missing 

s patella 7 whole F 

I s metapodial 18 14 I 03 nr whole - some epiphyses u 
missing 

s rib 53 298 large frags -most nr whole u 
s astragalus 2 2 26 whole F I s mandible 4 3 349 2 nr whole halves, 1 large IMM 

tooth row frag ( 2 premolars 
and 1 molar) from different 

I skeleton, 1 ramus frag 

s tibia 6 2 157 whole u 
s ulna 3 2 53 nr whole- proximal u 

epiphyseal plates I s radius 4 2 82 whole u 
s humerus 5 2 204 nrwhole u 
s teeth 8 8 33 2 incisors, 3 canines, 1 IMM I premolar, 2 molars 

s maxilla 5 70 tooth row frags X 

s skull 38 267 large amount of cranium and X I small·frags 

s femur 6 2 205 I whole, I nr whole - missing u 
proximal epiphyses 

s carpal/tarsal 7 7 23 whole F I s pelvis 2 2 103 rir whole half (LHS), G 
acetabulum and bone around 
it(RHS) 

I 0209 0/C mandible 3 15 tooth row frags with molar X 

Total 492 148 3742 

I 
I 
I 
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